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GOOD NEWS

$2 million donated to support community building project
BY LAURA WALSH

As the issues of cloning and abortion grow more
controversial, making it even more difficult today for
contemporary Catholic schools to define themselves,
Fairfield University has decided to implement a religious program designed to provoke questions of faith
and understanding in students.
The program is named the Ignatian Residential
College and is a gift from Lilly Endowment Inc., which
gave a $1,996 million grant to Fairfield, only one of
the 28 colleges and universities in the country to re-

ceive a $1 million-plus grant from the endowment. Ultimately, the goal of the establishment is to enhance
on-campus programs, such as special courses and lecture series, that allow students to consider how exactly
their beliefs affect the choices they make.
"In the history of any institution, there are singular moments that ultimately reveal themselves as turning point," said Reverend Aloysius R Kelley, S.J., university president. "I suspect that, through its impact,
this generous grant from the Lilly Endowment will create just such a turning point at Fairfield University."
And although the program will directly serve a
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Is the expected faculty
pay system merited?
v\ kt W:

^~"V ne of the most controversial
debates between administration and faculty could be decided as early as today, when
Fairfield's Board ofTrustees meet to
discuss possible changes in the way
that faculty are paid.
TheTrustees postponed a potential
vote on the subject last June so that a
com mi ttee of four ad ministrators and
four faculty members could review the
current university's governance structure and make recommendations regarding any changes that should be
made.
"The ad-hoc committee that was
appointed but the Board in June met
and completed theirreportwhichwill
appear before the board onThursday,"
said university spokesman Doug Whiting. "Based upon that, I have every
expectation that the board will take up
the issue."
The issue has sharply divided the
faculty and administration for the past
year.
Si i "MERIT PAY"
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specific number
of sophomore
students, junior
Rebecca
Hilliker, a religious studies minor, agrees that
the
Ignatian
Residential College will be beneficial to the
school's community as a
whole. "I would
enjoy a more diverse class selection and I think it
is very appropriate for a Jesuit
school," said
Hilliker. "It would also be to the advantage of the
people who come here specifically for the religious
appeal of the school."
Mike Brosnan, also a junior, disagreed. "I feel
that using the money to step up campus ministry is a
wonderful idea, but I'm not sure that the program will
use it that way," he said. "I think, more than anything,
the Ignatian College will simply establish another sect
on campus. The school should work on nurturing the
community we all ready have."
Schools that have received the funds have begun
to plan activities such as student retreats, enhancing
worship on campus, changing career-planning services,
curricular changes and even semesters of study in seminaries and divinity schools. Internships will be offered
in congregations and faith-based organizations, which
will prove incredibly helpful to those who are interested in considering the ministry as a profession.
"It is clear that these schools thought through their
missions and strengths and that they were very intentional in devising these proposals," Craig Dykstra, the
vice president for religion at the Lilly Endowment, said.
"The caliber of proposals was outstanding, and it is
obvious, and it is obvious that all these schools thought
seriously and productively about how to encourage
young people to consider questions of faith and commitment as they choose their careers."
Founded in 1937, the endowment is an Indianapolis-based private family institution and, in total, it gave
$55.3 million in grants. Fairfield's proposal for the
grant was coordinated by Noel Appel, director of foundation relations in the university's Office of Development.
The decision, however, was made with input from
all divisions of the school. Associate Professor Nancy
Dallavalle of Fairfield's Religious Studies Department
believes the program will be very profitable. "By providing students with experiences such as living in a
reflective community, taking courses that take seriously
the integration of students' minds, hearts and spirits,
and actively participating in a variety of liturgical settings, the Ignatian Residential College will not be
merely preaching a 'portable vision' but also, importantly, inculcating 'portable skills.'"
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Doe, a deer, a female deer
Fairfield Stags
population is increasingly
female
BY JIM BRASILE

What do you do if too few men apply to your college? Do you create an
affirmative action policy to close the
gender gap?
Despite a gender imbalance in applicants, Fairfield University does not
give men an advantage, according to
Director of Admissions Judy Dobai.
"Fairfield has no specific affirmative
action policy for admission," Dobai said.
The applications that Fairfield receives from high school students come
from about 55.5 percent females and
only 44.5 percent males, according to
Dobai. The resulting student body at
Fairfield is also 55 percent female and
45 percent male, as reported in the College Board's "College Handbook 2002."
The national average shows that
women represent 55 percent of all people

applying to colleges and universities,
according to Fairfield University admissions consular Rick Hutchinson. "This
is not just a Fairfield issue," Hutchinson
said. "This is something that other colleges are aware of."
Schools like Fairfield, small to medium-sized comprehensive universities,
seem to attract more women than men,
more than many other schools. Other
similar schools nearby have higher percentages of women than Fairfield. Providence College and Marist both have 58
percent women. Sacred Heart has 62
percent and Quinnipiac has 64 percent
women, all .according the "College
Handbook 2002."
Dobai does see the advantage of
considering action to keep the gender
ratio in check. "We'll have a stronger
community if we can keep it as balanced
as possible," she said.
Dobai also discussed the intricacy
involved in considering a student application. "We are building a community
by getting people with lots of different
qualities," she said.
For many years, colleges gave advantages to female applicants in order
to increase the percentage of females in
the student body, but in recent years it is
men who need the advantages. Accord-

ing to the Washington Post, there have
been more women than men enrolled in
colleges or universities since 1978.
Schools that focus more on math
and science as their
specialties show the
opposite
trend.
Carnegie Mellon
University has long
carried nearly 70
percent male students. In the nation
as a whole, however, it is women
who are the major- ^^^^-^^^—i
ity at colleges.
The issue provoked strong opinions
among students at Fairfield University.
The students felt that no one who is less
qualified should be let into Fairfield
above a more qualified person for any
reason.
"I don't think they should lower
standards just to get gender equality,"
said Melissa Sidor, '04. "If you're trying to build a reputation for the school
as a good school, you have to get the best
people."
Others agreed. "Even at the expense
of having a much higher female population, they should let people in only on
merit, not gender," said Ryan Zipp, 04.

u

We'll have a stronger community if we can keep it as
balanced as possible.
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Joe Gervasio, '04, said, "It should
be done to a degree. It's true that people
should get in only based on merit, but
it's also true that Fairfield should try, to
some extent, to control the female population."
"It seems a little unfair to the girls
who deserve to get in more than the guys,
to.have Fairfield accept the guys just
because we need more men," said Melissa Heinold, '04. "But on the other
hand, this used to be an all guys school
and you can't let it turn into an all girls
school."

NOVEMBER 28, 2001
2:12 a.m.

Two male students were found with narcotics
violations. The case has been referred to judi
cial.

11:15 a.m.

Narcotics violation. The was case referred to
judicial.

1:00 p.m.

Prep students found with narcotics violation.
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Fewer students felt that accepting a
greater percentage of men was the answer, but most agreed that it is a subject
that needs to be seriously considered.
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NOVEMBER 29, 2001
4:00 p.m.

Stolen University property was recovered

8:30 p.m.

Narcotics Violation, case referred to judicial

NOVEMBER 30, 20001
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4:40 p.m.

A beer was thrown through a car windshield
at the townhouses. The case is under investi
gation.

11:20 p.m.

Two students and one non-student were ar
rested for breech of peace. The cases have been
referred to judicial.
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SUNDAY DECEMBER 2, 2001
1:30 a.m.

Narcotics violation in a residence hall. The
case was referred to judicial.

11:30 a.m.

Lights outside the apartment village were van
dalized. The case is under investigation.

6:30 p.m.

Cars were vandalized at the townhouses.
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Meet our new First Selectman
tion on the beach.
cus would not be a good thing.
"Very honestly I do think that... alIt is unfair, he said, that a large group
Fairfield's elected First Selectman
cohol consumption... has been an issue," of people could have a good time and a
said, "things like Clam Jam are outdated"
he said. Flatto continued saying that dozen people leave a bad mark. He adbecause of public safety concerns.
town officials "want everyone to have a mitted that the situation is not an easy
In an interview last week, First Segood time." But, he said, "Anything we decision. In the past, he felt that a couple
lectman Ken Flatto stressed that his concan do to improve safety for everybody of large events on a designated weekcern was not limited to a student popuis really important."
end might be acceptable, now his conlation but that any gathering involving
Flatto understood the desire for stu- cern for safety has given him pause for
dents to engage in social activity such concern.
as attending house parties and planned
He said that students should feel like
social events such as concerts. He said Fairfield is their community as well, and
that at a concert, a
contained venue
would allow for better risk management. The number
♦M.B.A., Cornell University; B.S.,
attending the event
Lehiuh University
is known. Also, he
said that in large
♦Flatto began his political involvement
gatherings at the
in early 1980s with Community Planning
beach there is no
Board in New York City, worked on neighgroup to be held reborhood strengthening.
sponsible in the
event of a problem.
♦When he moved to Fairfield, he joined
Flatto acknowlthe
PTA
and worked with a number of camedged, "There were
paigns
including
a national congressional
some Clam Jams
campaign.
that were run very
well." However, he
♦He ran for First Selectman in the midsaid that his concern
90s
pledging
neighborhood development, was
was the inability to
narrowly
defeated.
predict which event
would be run well
New Fairfield First Selectman Ken FlattO.
Photo: Chris Zeitz
and which would
thousands of people in an uncontained the number of arrests. Also, he said that not.
area presented a number of significant he feared the risk of injury involved in
He asked if
risks. Since he believes that an event the practice of party-goers relaxing on people wanted a social event or if their "everybody has to accept a certain quallike Clam Jam is impossible to control, the rooftops of houses. He said that he focus was merely to consume alcohol. ity of life ... if it's really late at night, I
he said, "I don't believe it is a good idea." has "dreaded that there would be a seri- He continued, saying "reasonable shouldn't be screaming ... out in the
He elaborated on his concerns say- ous accident" with the student popula- people" should understand that this fo- street."
He added later that the practice of
videotaping students without their permission is a concern because "to work
together to develop trust, you have to
respect each other's rights." Continuing, he said that such a practice is "not a
good idea because all it does is create
distrust."
BY JEN MALCOLM
Flatto encouraged student leadership and the university to provide events
With exams around the corner, many stufor the students.
dents are pulling themselves away from their
Flatto, who was First Selectman
computers and televisions and trekking down
from
1997 until 1999, defeated incumto the library to cram for their exams.
bent
John
Metsopoulos in early NovemThe library's hours of operation will reber.
Flatto
acknowledged a perception
main the same, according officials. However,
battle
during
the campaign that had him
the cafe as well as the computer lab will be
perceived
as
being
anti-student. He said
open 24 hours.
that
as
first
selectman
he would want to
"Even McDonald's is extending their
have
more
interaction
with
students, perhours, you would think the library would as
haps
organizing
a
visit
to
campus next
well," said Dora DeNardo, '04.
semester
to
address
student
concerns.
Others agreed. "I really hate it when they
"I'd like to reach out," he said.
close the library and force you into the
Flatto encouraged students to make
crammed up cafe or the computer lab where
their voices heard through their reprepeople are typing. It's rather distracting," said
sentatives. Student RTM member Julia
Kim Liaw, '04.
Lundy represents the district which con"The dorms are not good places to study
tains Fairfield University and FUSA
and when students need to study for finals they
President Joe Piagentini will meet with
should be able to enjoy the library at any time,
Flatto throughout the remaining schoolnot just a small overcrowded room," said
year. The two plan to meet Friday, Dec.
Nicole Pendolphi, '04.
7.
Now that the campus center is complete,
Piagentini said that "FUSA is lookstudents have another study option available.
ing
forward
to working with Ken Flatto."
The ground floor is the place to go for group
He
said
that
their meeting on Friday will
study, quiet study, or to socialize while taking
be
"the
beginning
of a great relationa break from studying.
ship."
"I think this year I will try to study in the
The Luau in September of 2000
campus center," said Lauren Blanchette '04,
drew
concerns from Metsopoulos and a
"It's a different atmosphere and the chairs look
court
injunction prevented an official
comfortable."
Clam Jam this past May.
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

ing that there are no clear boundaries as
to where the crowds are going to congregate and that this makes managing the
risks of such a gathering problematic.
Flatto also expressed concern about the
behavior during such a gathering.
He referred to the quantity of alcohol consumed, the number of hospitalizations that have resulted in the past and

The History of Ken Flatto

Where will we study?

The library will not be open 24 hours for exams.

A
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Merit pay causing rift between faculty, administrators
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

The current pay system gives an
across-the-board percentage increase to
all faculty every year. The faculty voted
unanimously in May to oppose changes.
Faculty members say they already have
a merit pay system in place, based on
professors having being evaluated in
teaching, research and service before
they are promoted to associate professor or full professor.
The Trustees have argued that all
elite schools that Fairfield wants to compete with have more complicated merit
pay systems in which some professors
get no raise while those who are more
active get a larger increase. Many trustees are looking at the business world and
saying that it is routine to reward more
active employees.
Dr. Donald Greenberg, a professor
of politics, chaired a committee in 1983
which looked into a merit pay system.
"We found no evidence that was in
favor of merit pay in terms of service to
students or the community," Greenberg
said. "It forces faculty to have to be measured to a system that does not reward
them for things like meeting and advising students. I think that it holds an artificial criteria."
"We already have a system which
rewards faculty for their performance by
giving faculty members promotions,"
said Greenberg. "It works well and the
faculty are content with it. The proposed

merit pay is about control and power."
"The faculty is overwhelmingly
against merit pay which was evident by
the way they voted greatly against it last
year," said Dr. Lucy Katz, professor of
business management and one of four
faculty members on the committee that
recently studied the issue.
But university administrators view
merit pay as a system that betters the
university through encouraging professors in the academic community.
"I think that the board is in favor of
a new system that directly connects individual performance with increases in
salary," said Dr. Orin Grossman, academic vice president.
"We are one of the last schools of
any quality institutions to implement
some system of merit pay. The faculty
who seem to be most vocal against it
never seem to have a good reason why
Fairfield should not be like the schools
that already have it, like Loyola, Yale,
Providence, and Boston College."
The faculty representatives on the
recent committee, Katz, Dr. George Lang
mathematics professor, Dr. Kathryn
Nantz economics professor, and Dr. John
Thiel religious studies professor, believe
that there is not a continued feeling of
hostility between faculty and administration, but there are a few "problems of
performance failures within the structure."
The proposed system of merit pay
would reward faculty for forms of aca-

demic achievement such as scholastic
publication, academic speeches and presentations, and research. Faculty argue
that in trying to get recognized for these
achievements, they will not have enough
time to spend with students mentoring
and advising.
But faculty members have refused
to help develop a system that would reward more active professors.

"If the board acts, they will mandate a change, not an approach,"
Grossman said Tuesday. "They are not
going to tell the faculty how it has to be
one specific way. It will be up to the
chairs and the deans to make a criteria
for which merit is awarded. The decision
about how the change is executed should
come from the area of expertise, not the
administration."

IN A NUTSHELL...
Administration Says:
* The current system is hurtful to good faculty/
administration relations
* While most other schools have a system of merit
pay, we are one of the select few that does not
* Faculty and administration would work together to
create a good system for the university
i

Faculty Say:
* Merit pay is about administrative control over
faculty
* It focuses faculty attention away from students to
fulfilling criteria in order to get a promotion
* It reates an "us vs. them" mentality between the
faculty and the administration

Classified
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"*ACT NOW! GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORrDA & MARDIGRAS. REPS
NEEDED... TRAVEL FREE, EARN
$$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-38-8203/
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
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Dtcimbir 27 - BOSTON, MA - Avvlon
18 & Over, Tickets on sale now at all Next Ticket outlets,
charge by phone at (617) 4-23-NEXT and www.nexttlcketlng.com
With Special Guest Afromen

December 20 - PHILADELPHIA, PA - Electric Factory
All Ages, Tickets on sale now at all Tlcketmaster outlets, charge by phone
at (215) 336-2000, Electric Factory box office and www.trcketmastBr.com
with Special Guest Afro man
December 29 - NEW YORK, NY - Irving Plaza
16 & Over, Tickets on sale now at all Tlcketmaster outlets, charge by phone at
(212) 307-7171, Irving Plaza box office and www.trcketmaster.com
With Special Guest Afroman
December 30 - WASHINGTON, DC - 9:30 Club
All Ages, Tickets on sale now at all Tlcketmaster outlets, charge by phone
at (202) 432-7328 Or (800) 551-7326 (DC area) and (703) 573-7^28
(N. VA area), 9:30 Club box office and www.tlcketrnaster.com
With Special Guest Cecilia
December 31 - NORFOLK, VA - The NorVe
All Ages, Tickets on sale now at all Tlcketmaster outlets.
The Norva box office (757) 627-4547, www.thenorva.com
and www.tlcketmastcr.com

SHINE
IN
STORES
NOW

www. pa tmegeeba nd .com

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a
detail oriented, computer proficient
individual to assist in the areas of internet
research, database management, special
projects, as well to aid in supporting the
company's most strategic agendas. If you
have strong interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and a
self-driven attitude, we would like to
speak with you. Please fax resume to
(203) 961-7001, or
email ll@rmginc.net
Clubs - Student Groups - Organizations
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusrundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Party Planners, Promoters,
Bartenders, Waitstaff!
Returning to New York Area over
Thanksgiving Break? Great people, Good
$$! Must be 21 years old!
Call (212) 696-7364 or fax
(212) 861-2149 Attention: Amanda E-mail
Resume:
www.thirdeditionenterprises@hotmail.com

HELP WANTED: Marketing & promotional agency seeks well-spoken, responsible
individuals for promotions in Connecticut's
hottest bars & night clubs! Must have your
own transportation. Excellent Pay!! 1-8884-Promotions / 1-888-477-6668
•"ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, GET A
COUPON... GO TO
SPRINGDICOUNTS.COM OR CALL
800-584-7502.
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $459. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group - earn FREE trips +
commissions! Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other
world wide destinations cheap. Book
tickets online www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification
Red Cross Senior Life Saving Cerrificate.
One season experience as working
lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if
necessary. Call 203-531-7480 for interview.
Second semester babysitter needed for two
sweet 2-year-old boys in Rowayton. Will
pay $12/hr. on Tuesday OR Friday—you
choose the day—from 9am-lpm.
Babysitting experince a must. Call Beth at
203-855-9471.

SPRING BREAK 2002
Ciftam, JllMkl.
Florid.
lMor«t

•K1^
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FUSA gives 112 percent
Concert a success despite previous controversy
BY MARIA DERUCCIO

After much controversy and student
debate, the 112 concert last Friday night
proved to be the most financially successful concert since LL Cool J in 1998.
Fairfield students joined Sacred
Heart and other visitors to tally ticket
sales to 2,800, a sell-out for the Alumni

any problems at all that night. Many students did report witnessing fights outside of Alumni Hall, after the concert
ended
112 had recently been touring with
Janet Jackson, and the contract they
signed with FUSA was to perform that
same act which ran 45-50 minutes.
Some students felt the concert was too

on the concert, along with IRHG (Inter
Resident Hall Government) who gave
$1,000 for the event.
"Looking back at the end result was
the best part because everything came
together, all the hard work paid off," said
Holland.
According to Holland, FUSA spent
three-times as much money on 112 than

The 112 concert may have been the
first time that Alumni Hall inadvertently
became a smoking venue. According to
Lauzon, it would have been impossible
to stop over 2,000 people from smoking. The fans were just left to do what
they wanted, as long as they didn't
interfer with the concert.
"Everyone was there to have a good

Photo: Josh O'Connell

112 sweats the stage.
Hall venue.
"We (FUSA) were very satisfied.
Our goal was to sell-out, we did that and
made a profit of $5- 7,000, which will
go directly in the music budget for this
spring," said VP of Programming,
Bridget Hennessey.
112 drew more students and profit
than Wyclef and Ben Harper. According to Stephanie Holland, co-director of
music for FUSA, the band cut the school
a great deal. The concert cost FUSA a
total of $48,000, breaking down to only
$27,000 for the actual bandThe remaining $21,000 went towards 112's agency,
Fairfield Police Department, Fairfield
Fire Department, hospitality, maintenance and other concert preparations.
"We got a great deal for 112, considering how accomplished they are with
number one hits and all their performance credits. The band was excited to
do the concert for us," said Holland.
Considering that the concert was
sold out and many non-Fairfield students
would attend, Fairfield Security prepared
themselves for any possible problems.
Five Fairfield University officers and ten
Fairfield Police officers worked that
night, along with three Fairfield Firemen.
"I expected major problems, since
112 was performing so late, but there
really weren't any. Everything ran
smoothly and professionally." said Mike
Lauzon, Assistant Director of Fairfield
Security.
There was one reported incident
where two Fairfield students and one
non-student were arrested for fighting.
According to Lauzon, alcohol did not
play a part in the incident. Lauzon was
also surprised that alcohol did not cause

short, considering ticket prices ($15 for
FU students and $20 for the general public).
"I thought they played good songs,
but it was too short. I also thought they'd
play more songs from their new album,"
said Mary Anderson, '03.
According to FUSA's Programming
Board, due to the fact that 112 was playing at a small venue, their concert time
was meant to be just 45-50 minutes.
Other bands touring universities generally perform under the same conditions.
The Wyclef concert in 1999 was also
only 50 minutes, according to FUSA.
"I guess I would have liked to have
seen them play longer because they're a
good group, but I can't complain. They
played all their best songs, new and old,
and really gave a good show. They
haven't been around forever, I didn't
expect a two hour- greatest hits concert
or anything," said Mike Delasala, Sacred
Heart student, '03.
There were students who were not
as enthusiastic about 112 playing at Fairfield. Although ticket sales did indicate
that 1,400 out of 2,800 attendees were
Fairfield students.
"I didn't go to the concert because
I'm not familiar with 112 and neither
were my friends. I didn't feel that 112
represented the majority of Fairfield students," said Jennifer Logan, '02.
Regarding next semester's concert,
FUSA plans to poll the students, in attempt to please as many students as possible.
"I think polling is necessary to try
and make everyone happy. You can't say
we didn't try," said Holland.
About 75 FUSA members worked

they did for the Ben Harper concert. The
stage, lighting and sound were all improved to create the best quality and enhance the overall performance.
"I felt that we were prepared. Our
biggest concern was when 112 arrived.
We had to change that location several
times because fans wefe grouped up and
waiting. We worked tightly with security; it was really ran like a major concert," said Hennessey.

time, we're not going to break anything
up unless the students got really flagrant," said Lauzon.
With a larger programming budget,
FUSA is enthusiastic to plan music
events for next semester. According to
Holland, FUSA is looking into a battle
of local bands and another large concert,
possibly working with the Bridgeport
Arena.

Cool Sports
Snow, Skate, Surf
Extreme Sports & Lifestyle
Clothing

10% Student Discount with FU ID
15% off snowboard package
(board, bindings, boots)
$25 Professional Ski & Snowboard
Hand Tune, Wax, & Repairs
Hours Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 11-5
28 Reef Road - 259-7975
Downtown Fairfield

The TOTAL LOOK
of Fairfield is proud
to introduce our new
STUDENT DISCOUNT
for all Fairfield University
students.

Just present your
student ID card
and receive 10% OFF
all services and products.

THE TOTAL LOOK OF FAIRFIELD
2193 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
(203) 367-HAIR (4247)
Tues - Fri: 9:00am - 9:00pm
Sat: 8:30am - 4:30 pm
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Students gamble with Registrar to
-■- l**l -I lULloC learn from one of Fair field's best
they couldn't register with their notes,
and that she shouldn't even bother.
"I have had two classes with him
and think he is a great professor," said
Habighorst. "It frustrates me a lot. If
they can accommodate the class, they
should because there aren't that many
professors that get the kind of response
and reaction he does. He has a certain
connectedness with his students that I
haven't seen with any other professors."
This action greatly angered Willis,
who feels a strong commitment to students.
"I think that if students ask to take
my course, they want to take it. I believe it is my responsibility as a professor to meet the needs of the students and
I do not feel like it is appropriate to undermine students' interest when they
show it," said Willis.
"I have taught at Wellesley, Boston
College, Holy Cross, Wesleyan and other
places and it strikes me that Fairfield students in particular are a real challenge
to get interested in academic material,"
said Willis. "Thus, if I am able to touch
the students intellectually, spiritually or
personally, I believe I am obligated to
follow through with them and see that
their interests are sustained and fulfilled."
Willis currently teaches about 36
students in each of his RS 10 classes and
about 66 in his RS 236 class, and said
he is not aware of any written policy on
class size at Fairfield.
"I was orally and casually instructed
by my department chair on at least three
occasions that I should cap my class at
30, and that I should not sign in too many
students because this would mean too
much work for me," he said. "Still, it
was always implied to me that the class
numbers were ultimately the responsibility of the instructor and every semester I have signed in as many students who
wanted to take my class."

BY HEATHER SPAIDE
If the registration process isn't frustrating enough, many students this semester were faced with an additional
obstacle: the trusted system of write-ins
didn't hold up.
According to Andre Willis, a religion professor and the instructor for RS
296, Saints and Sinners, many of the students he wrote into his class for next semester were denied in the Registrar's
office.
Robert Barisciano, '04, is one of
these students. Barisciano, who has had
Willis for two other classes, said that
when he took his note to the Registrar's
office the week after registration, they
told him he couldn't register. They said
there was nothing he could do but sign
up for another class, even though he had
a note.
According to Rev. Thomas Regan,
S.J., associate dean of the College ofArts
and Sciences and chair of the Philosophy Department, there is no way to accommodate the number of students
Willis admitted.
"Ms. Newall in the registrar's office
approached me earlier on the morning
of registration after she had received several signed slips from Professor Willis
granting students permission to enroll in
his RS 296," said Regan. "She noted
that in a class which had an agreed upon
cap of 30, there were now 47 students."
According to Regan, Pat Newall is responsible for assigning rooms and said
there were no classrooms large enough
to accommodate all the students Willis
was admitting during the time code his
class was scheduled for, so Regan allowed her to close the class to write-ins.
Melissa Habighorst, a 25-year-old
transfer student, was left one class short
for next semester because of this.
Habighorst was in Willis' office when
two students came in and told him that
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Regan said that faculty members,
Willis said that he offered to teach
their department chairs and the dean are another section of the class himself, but
all involved in agreeing upon the "cap" Regan told him that was not an option.
number of students for each class before To Regan, it seems to be a matter of
every semester, and this is what the room policy.
assignments are based on.
"I have no reason to doubt that Pro"If Professor Willis foresaw that he fessor Willis is a very popular profeswanted to accommodate all the students sor," Regan said. "There are many popuwho had a desire to take his class and to lar professors at Fairfield and they apwhom he had made commitments, he parently understand that professors do
should have discussed his need for a cap not operate independently of both their
larger than thirty with Professor departments and the dean's office and
Davidson, his department chair, in Sep- unilaterally create additional sections of
tember," he said. "Believe me, in my their courses in the middle of the regisexperience when professors project tration process by signing in an addiclassroom needs out of the ordinary, ev- tional fifty students when they have
ery reasonable effort is made to accom- agreed upon a cap of 30."
modate all the parties involved."
Willis said his intention was not to
In response to the overwhelming disregard policy, but to serve the stuamount of students that want to take dents.
Willis' RS 296 next semester, Regan,
"I think the commitment to univerRonald Davidson, chair of Religious sity policy over a commitment to the inStudies, and the dean's office decided to t terests of the students is dangerous and
create a new section of RS 296 on the ' unfair," he said. "Actually, my criteria
same day at the same time, taught by for a note were very stringent: you eiHarriot Luckman. However, this does ther had to be a former student of mine
not solve the problem for many students. who had already asked me for permis"It is not necessarily the same sion to take a new class, or you had to
class," said Habighorst. "The whole rea- agree to get a failing grade if you missed
son I wanted to take the class is because class once during the semester."
he's teaching it." She said taking the
Willis said that even with these
class with a different professor "defi- harsh requirements, students he had
nitely wouldn't be worth my time."
never met before still wanted to take the
Erin Maier, '04, agreed. Maier, who class.
has already had Willis for two classes,
Why does Willis attract that many
was written in to RS 296 before a new students?
section was formed, and two weeks af"He is my friend, he is my mentor,"
ter she was registered, she got a note in said Habighorst. "The enthusiasm he has
her mailbox saying that she was put into blows me away. He knows how to have
fun with it. He knows how to infuse life
the new section.
"I am hesitant to take the class with into something that can be so boring."
a new teacher because I've been so exBarisciano agreed. "He's the only
teacher
that connects with us," said
cited about the subject with him," said
Maier. "He's an interesting teacher and Barisciano, who has still not received
I was interested in the material he de- any invitation to register for the new secscribed, and I know that I will never have tion. "He seems like the only teacher
the opportunity to take him again be- that cares that everyone is interested. He
cause he is leaving after next semester." wants everyone to be interested."

National Security Education Program
David L. Boren Undergraduate Scholarships
Whv Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You
need skills to work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study in Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe
and the NIS, the Middle East, Latin America and the Caribbean. Award amount are up to a maximum of 510,000 per
semester or $20,000 per academic year.
You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at
a U.S. university, college or community college. Scholarships
are for study in Summer '02, Fall '02 and/ or Spring '03. For
applications, contact your NSEP Campus Representative or the
NSEP office at tel: (800) 618-NSEP, e-mail: nsep@iie.org
On-line application: ww2. He. org/cgi-bin/nsep/intro. him

Deadline: February 15, 2002
NSEP David L. Boren Undergraduate Scholarships
Institute of International Education
1400 K St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call (800) 618-NSEP or (202) 326-7697
e-mail: nsep@iie.org
Visit our website: www.iie.org/nsep
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Campus Life
'Mirror, Mirror, please not the mall,
where should I get gifts for them all?"
<Jrom yourparents to your significantotner, our nolioaa recommendations
Compiled by Laura Pfeifer, Steph Sierzputowski and Sean Hayes

For your Mom: "Brave Heart" ornaments, by
Christopher Radko ($25)

Why Moms will love it:
This; is a gift that diplays a perfect
blend of patriotism and holiday
spirit. Ornaments are a fail-proof
gift, especially for Moms, and you
can never have too many.

This heart-shaped ornament is hand painted in the pattern
of the American flag. The best part about this gift is that all
proceeds go directly to the Liberty Fund of the American Red Cross
in Greater New York. To order one of the ornaments of this se:
call 1-866-GLOWTNG, or go to www.christopherradko.com

For your Dad: famous golf course pictures from around
the world, by The Country^Giub Editions Golf Art Gallery
"(prices vary)

Why Dads will love it:
Every dad's office has one thing:
framed pictures of golf holes.
Impress your father this season with
your appreciation of the 17th at
Ballybunion.

The Country Club has a huge selection of famous golf holes from
around the world. You can find them at www.golfpix.net. Be it the
west coast, the east coast, Britain or Ireland, this place has any
picture your dad could want.

For your brother: Grand Theft Auto ($44.99) and
Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty ($49.99) for
Playstation 2 ($299.99)
If the original Playstation proved anything, it's that Nintendo is
on its last legs. Grand Theft Auto offers criminal fun, Metal Gear
adds a dash of patriotism, and the system itself also comes with
the ability to play DVDs. These units are available at
www.playstation.com, or at any electronics store.

For your sister: heart-shaped photo album from Things
Remembered ($25)
Things Remembered offers sentimental gifts for practically anyone
on your holiday wish list, but this engravable photo album not only
looks neat, but also gives you the option of picking an album for
4x6 or 3x5 pictures, www.thingsremembered.com makes the
process quicker than going to the mall.

For your younger sibling: Harry Potter anything (prices
vary)
Amazon.com offers pretty much anything you could want on the
boy who lived, from plush Harry Potter dolls ($11.99) to the
complete book set, to Legos. You can even get your little bro or sis
a Nimbus 2000 authentic broom ($17.99). Harry Potter couldn't be
more hot right now, and these novelty items will be the envy of
every kid on the playground.

PlayStations
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Grand Theft Auto 3 looks
like a whole new game.
Metal Gear is by far one of
the coolest looking games
ever. If you splurge and
shell out 300 bucks for the
system, get ready to be the
best sibling ever.

Why sisters will love it:
Your sister will (guaranteed) ball her
eyes out the second she sees a
picture of you, her and the sappiest
engraving you can think of.
Note: Mirror does not guarantee
results of present.

Why younger siblings will love it:
They memorized all the books, sat
through the three hour movie; what
better way to add to the obsession than to
help bring their favorite character to life?
These annoyingly cute but must-have
toys will keep them occupied
for hours on end.

CAMPUS LIFE
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For your girlfirend: heart tag necklace, from Tiffany &
Co. ($195)
Guys, let's face it, it's a small price to pay to see your girlfriend's
look of sheer joy as she unwraps the thoughtful, straight-from-theheart (or in this case, wallet) 16 inch sterling silver necklace that
you were sensitive enough to know she'd love.

For your boyfriend: round white diamond watch, from
Guess? Co. ($225)
This stainless steel, water-resistant timepiece is diamond detailed,
and looks like you spent five times as much. This watch is perfect
for all boyfriends, and can be worn for any occasion. It'll make
him feel "bling bling" all year round.

For your girl friends: foil mesh panty ornaments, from
Victoria's Secret ($10)
Glittery bikinis and thongs in an array of holiday colors inside of
clear, plastic ornaments are the perfect way to say "let's skip the
mistletoe." Available to order at www.victoriassecret.com, or the
Vicky's location nearest you.

For your guy friends: DVDs of
Memento ($18.71) or the first season of The
Simpsons ($29.98)
Memento has already burned up movie screens everywhere
with its backwards tale of murder and intrigue, and The
Simpsons continues to not only remain a pop culture
landmark, but it's still as funny as anything on television.

For your grandparents: bus tour of Atlantic
City, Philadelphia, or New York City ($40'per
person):
These day trips are perfect for the grandparent on-the-go.
The tours include round-trip coach bus transportation, a
dinner buffet, and a $32 coin bonus for the casinos—in
Atlantic City, anyway. The trips are New Year's Eve
specials, and what better way to ring in the new year than
with a day on the town?

For the hard-to-buy-for: Here Is New York
ink-jet prints ($25)
Located at 116 Prince Street in Soho, New York City, this art
gallery has become a must see photo display. The massive
amounts of photos, all related to Sept. 11, have been collected
from both amateurs and professionals. The price is a fixed $25
for every picture, regardless of prominence. All proceeds go to
charity. For info call: (212)334-6684

For your dog: The Bath Basket ( $32.95)
Available at www.caninecountry.com, this pooch pamper
pack includes a terrycloth towel, a squeak bath toy, shampoo,
and even after-bath treats. This gift will have your puppy
begging for a bath all year round. Maybe this is a little bit of z
stretch, but who doesn't love their dog enough to spoil them
with this treat?

Q

Why your girlfriend will love it:

I
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Once she sees the little aqua box with the
bow, she'll be overcome with her love for
you (and the necklace). Plus, you'll be
bragged about to her friends and family for
at least the next year to come.

Why your boyfriend will love it:
This watch will look a thousand times better on
his wrist than that ratty ironman with an
interchangable band that he's been wearing since
high school.

Why your girl friends will
love it:
Let's face it ladies, everyone needs
a nice sexy thong, and what's better
than one hanging from your
Christmas tree?

Why your guy friends will
love it:
Memento is easily one of the best
five movies to be released so far in
2001, so what better gift to give
before the year is over? The
Simpsons is a gift HOME-Run, and
is there a guy in existence who
doesn't quote this show like it's
their Bible?

Why your grandparents will
love it:
Who knows, maybe they'll win a
fortune and you'll make out on the
deal, since you bought them the trip.
Besides, grandparents are suckers for
anything that their grandchildren are
thoughtful enough to get them.

Why the hard-to-buy-for will love it:
The photos can be heartbreaking (shots of 9/11),
fascinating (a picture of the Towers time
stamped 9/10/01), or patriotic. Framed, they
make fascinating gifts; the first new artworks to
emerge after the date that changed
. everyone's life.

Why your dog will love it:
Man's best friend at the very least deserves
to have a luxurious bath every now and then.
Keep in mind the fact that all dogs lead very
busy and stressful lives, with all the fetching,
eating, and laying that they do.
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by Maryn Mikula & Julie McDermott

Destructive analysis
A tendency towards destructive behavior has become commonplace
at social gatherings that involve a lot of people, small places, and various
amounts of alcohol. Since we were freshmen, we've witnessed an
innumerable amount of damage. Nothing is worse than getting a floor
bill at the end of the year for broken appliances, stolen lounge furniture,
burned trash cans, or "fallen" R.A. posters that you had nothing (or little)
to do with.
Any resident of Jogues (in particular, last year) can attest to the
extremes of broken sinks, flooded hallways, the "sour milk" incident, water
ballooning, or fire extinguisher dousing. Despite the excessive fines, this
behavior, at least, made the year even more memorable.
It's not only the dorms that suffer; the townhouses take a beating,
too. The only difference is the townhouses lack the cute men and women
in the blue Pritchard aprons cleaning up after us. The most recent
destructions include intentional power outages, toilet explosions, interior
decorating with large branches, the war of the condiments between adjacent
townhouses, and random break-ins.
Last, but in no way least, the beach houses should not be overlooked.
Stolen remote controls, champagne covered bathrooms, screen doors that
people feel the need to dive through, collapsed tables, broken windows,
and fires are only a few of the wreckages that occur regularly on the
beachfront.
There is no way these damages will come to an end. Certain people,
unfortunately, will always have destructive tendencies, especially while
under the influence. But we wanted to at least take the time to point them
out, and laugh.
Shout out: To the Sector 9 Bandits of campus.

The Mirror and KRT Campus Present...

mnoscoPE
By Lasha Seniuk
Aries (March 21-April 20). Private
family decisions are a prime focus early
this week. Before Wednesday, watch for
relatives or long-term friends to change
home routines or daily obligations. Some
Aries natives may also begin renovations
or enter into revised property
agreements. All is well. In the coming
weeks, expect family security to steadily
increase. Late Sunday, a potential lover
may wish to explore greater intimacy.
New proposals and rare ultimatums are
highlighted.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Unique
social and business proposals may
captivate your attention over the next
few days. Late Tuesday, watch for bosses
or new acquaintances to plan group
events or unusual team assignments. Key
issues involve public celebrations, longterm planning or new workplace power
structures. Wednesday through Saturday,
expect friends or new lovers to be
moody, unresponsive or easily distracted
by new proposals.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Important
business proposals may cause confusion
before midweek. Monday through
Thursday, expect group responsibilities
and short-term business duties to rapidly
expand. For many Geminis a new
perspective or direction must be derived
from fading or outdated projects. For the
next 11 weeks, improvements will bring
powerful results. Expect unusual
advancements and highly creative

opportunities.
Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22). Long
contemplated work and family changes
will take effect. After Tuesday, expect
quick group decisions and fast home
improvements. Pay special attention to
team commitments and new money
proposals. Over the next three months,
rapid expansion and increased duties are
an ongoing theme. Thursday through
Saturday, unexpected romantic
flirtations may be surprising. Watch for
rare invitations and subtle gestures of
seduction.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Past friendships
are accented over the next few days.
Expect nostalgic sentiments and a
changing social perspective to require
attention. Some Leos will begin a sixday period of romantic expansion and
social evaluation. Watch for new
information or unique announcements to
be contributing factors. After Friday, a
quick financial decision may be needed.
Avoid excess spending, long-term debt
and risky investments.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Romantic
gestures and social competitions are"
intriguing over the next eight days.
Watch for new information or romantic
disclosures to cause fast social reversals.
Many Virgos may find that old and new
friends compete for their continued
affection and loyalty. If so, wait for
added facts, invitations or proposals to
arrive. Intimate relationships are highly
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by Rita Verdlrame

Super Duper Weenie
What can you expect to eat at the
Super Duper Weenie? Super duper
weenies... DUH!
The Super Duper Weenie offers a
large selection of hot dogs. You can have
a regular one—but that's boring. I'd opt
for one of their seven other specialty hot
dogs.
Some of the names include the New
Englander, the New Yorker, and The
Georgia Red Hot (which lives up to its
name).
Since I eat like a horse, I ordered
one of the "super duper" hot dogs-the
Californian. It's a large hot dog topped
with meat chili, onions, American cheese
and relish. It was phenomenal.
The chili is a great addition to any
hot dog, even plain. If you order a plain
frank, you can add individual toppings
such as relish, cheese, and grilled onions
for about 25 to 50 cents per topping.
Not in the mood for a hot dog? Well,
this place also serves "soups from
scratch," grilled chicken sandwiches,
grilled cheese, and burgers. Their menu
also includes a veggie burger, for all
those who aren't fans of red meat.
An added bonus about the food? All
their side dishes are fresh and home-

made, even their french fries. "Watch
us make 'em" is their slogan.
The prices aren't too unreasonable.
The cheapest hot dog is a plain one with
no toppings, and it costs $2. The most
you'll pay for a hot dog is $4.95, and
that's if you want to get the "MightyIty," sweet or hot sausage & peppers,
onion, and cheese on a Portuguese
rolL.mmmmm.
The place itself is relatively small,
but it's a nice hang out spot. It's about a
ten minute drive from campus, at Exit
24 off of 195.
Parking is available out front, so you
won't go nuts trying to find a spot. Feel
free to take one of their cute pocket-size
menus home with you, for further
perusal.
Unfortunately, if you want to eat at
this hot dog joint, you have to go kind
ofearlyintheday. Most days, they close
at 4 p.m. or 5 p.m. Don't plan on making
any late night hot dog runs!

demanding and delicate. React with
honesty and a gentle expression of
emotion.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). New career
options may arrive this week. Delayed
business permissions and a fresh creative
perspective will captivate your attention.
Use this time to improve your standing
in career matters or explore contacts. In
the coming weeks, many Librans will
dramatically change their financial
outlook or employment options. Late
Saturday, expect loved ones to be distant
and moody. Emotions are high this week.
If possible, avoid serious family
discussions.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Social and
romantic obligations may require a
delicate balance this week. Late Tuesday,
watch for friends and lovers to introduce
unusual ideas or late demands. Areas
affected are home relations, family duties
and divided social loyalties. Before next
week, expect loved ones to demand a
strong display of dedication. Over the
next nine days, family or social relations
may be more complex than anticipated.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Before
Wednesday, a close friend or lover may
ask for clarification of past social events
or public statements. Key issues involve
confused
commitments,
new
information or competing interests
between friends. Over the next few days,
many Sagittarians will experience
divided loyalties. Expect others to
demand bold emotions, solid actions and
obvious intentions. After Friday, family
news may also require fast attention.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Sultry
flirtations and new social invitations will
be compelling over the next few days.
Many Capricorns may be easily
distracted by quick attractions. Accept
all compliments and emotional attention.
This is a positive time for social increase

and new romance. After Thursday, watch
also for an unexpected financial expense
to demand resolution. Older relatives or
key authority figures will soon ask for
detailed records or explanations.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19).
Discussions with authority figures will
be revealing over the next three days.
Pay close attention to past obligations,
competing loyalties or unusual business
permissions. Old and new ideas will
clash this week. Expect subtle pressures
from colleagues and officials. Remain
quietly detached and gather useful
information before making a decision.
After Thursday, romantic or social
invitations will bring positive rewards.
Stay open to fast proposals.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Business
and financial demands may require
special attention. Before midweek,
expect close colleagues to announce key
changes. New routines or added
expenses may be at issue; stay alert. After
Friday, romantic passions, sentimentality
and family relations will intensify.
Expect loved ones to demand close
attention, gentle compliments and
obvious statements of loyalty. Take it all
as a compliment.
If your birthday is this week ... Pay
extra attention to minor financial errors
and complex paperwork, over the next
nine weeks. At present, money
restrictions and important business
records will create a brief period of stress
or uncertainty. Astrologically, much of
this is an indication of powerful business
and financial successes to come. If bom
before 1982, expect the coming 14
months to create stunning opportunities
in publishing, media, research or
technologies. By late February, a key
relationship will shift into a new level
of commitment Expect solid choices and
passionate ultimatums.
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New York vs. Boston
FRANKLY
weaKins
By Frank Washkuch
Beneath the peaceful facade of our
serene, picturesque suburban campus
boils a hatred like none other, a dislike
that cuts to the heart of all that is dear
to either side. More than anything else,
a battle of two East Coast cities, neither
of which has reached the realization that
there indeed is an outside world. And
those two sides collide here everyday
at the Gettysburgh of this collective
struggle, Fairfield University.
Of course I mean how students
from Massachusetts and the New York
Metro area just don't seem to like each
other at this college. So, from my
unbiased seat west of the Delaware
River, here's the tail of the tape.
Baseball: You really have to give
it to Boston on that loyalty thing,
although 26 world championships is
tough to argue with. I liked the old

Roger Clemens better though, before it
was far too apparent that throwing sharp
objects at the greatest hitting catcher of
all time is a redneck sport of the utmost
popularity deep in the heart of Texas.
And the entire Bill Buckner saga is just
a damn shame. Advantage New York
Area: One of my favorite parts
about this campus is the way students'
geography is askew...all the time. Be
advised, if you are from Paramus, or
anywhere north of Trenton for all it
matters, Westchester or Long Island, you
are not from the Big Apple. Nor does
hailing from a Northeast suburb gain you
automatic acceptance to fill ODB's
space in the Wu Tang Clan. In other
words, very few college students are
actually representing the 36th chamber
of Shaolin while blaring rap music from
an IROC. Advantage Boston

A duel that grates
Sure, the Red Sox are an easy target,
but it is funny how New Yorkers forget
about Larry Bird, Bill Russell and the
Celtics' domination of Gotham
basketball for decades, huh? Advantage
New York
Accents: Honestly, the "wicked"
thing doesn't bother me that much. Nor
does either group's despicable omission
of grammar-school phonics. And while
I have heard stories of mothers covering
their young children's ears at Fenway
Park, I do laugh every time I hear
"Welcome to Worcester...Dollar twentyfive." Advantage Boston
Politics: It's far too easy for me to
sit here and make jokes about Hillary
Clinton or Ted Kennedy, so I won't. And
the Kennedys vs. the Roosevelts would
be quite a battle. But in the bottom of
the 10th, that shot of Dukakis in the tank

is still the all-time Bill Buckner error
of politics. Advantage NY
Movies: Good Will Hunting is a
good movie, I really enjoy it, and I
realize that anyone who had spent at
least a week of 1998 in New England
has the entire flick memorized. But I
can name a list of movies based in New
York where I can watch Robert DeNiro
make confused faces instead of a half
hour of Ben Affleck's younger brother.
Advantage NY
So there it is, my take on Fairfield's
favorite rivalry. And the good word
from Vegas is that New York's Willie
Beamenesque strength and speed score
a fourth round knock out. That is, until,
both sides meet each other somewhere
around Foxwoods and settle this once
and for all.

Cheers
Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: BoxAA
to Erin and Anakin for a good time...to
Maris for getting a piece of our
husband...to Viv being smarter than
Bobby...to Aimee surviving a night in
Dolan...to mouth for doing Anakin the
wrong way.. .to Christy and her 99 ways
to please...to Andrea and the hundred
acre woods...to Molly and her powerhour skills...to the gang on Claver
three...to Andrea finally turning 18,
happy birthday...to the Hot Sexy B*tch
Club...to making new friends in DC...to
cutting ties...to finding amusing
drunken pictures on the roll of film you
got developed...to being best friends
with your roommate...to going home
for the first time all year...to not having
to eat at the BCC for a week...to the
lovely ladies of the Big House...to Vic,
I love my pagan...to candy canes...to
late night DD runs...to sweet potatoes
with marshmallows...to seeing HS
friends...to getting tickets to Billy
Joel...to Christmas music..to the BNL
concert, too bad we don't remember
any of it...to Christmas decorations and
Meg's light up flag...to Pierre...to
robbing the cradle, 19 is not that
bad...to stealing test tube shots...to
"Boner...to Megan "big boobs"...to
mmmm, tastes good...to being able to
wake up on Fridays...to speed
quarters...to new rugby officers...to the
Guys Dupe (a and b)...to learning the
bases when you're a senior...to the
belligerents...to becoming "potheads"...to going to NYC to see the
tree...to the frozen shamrock...to
uptown...to knowing what a t-bag
is...to neither confirming or
denying...to Beth taking applications
at the store...to learning all the
1
bases...to knowing that he didn't sit on
-:her face...to the Rugby Christmas
party...to Stroh beer...to the Yankee
Discount Muffler guy...to trying to

push a broken down car when you're
wasted...to 124...to now twisting your
ankle twice in one night...to Devan
thinking I'm a sea monster...to really
giggly w" 'd...to decorating the
apartment for Christmas...to being on the
rugby team...to getting stuck in a dress
in the middle of Marshall's...to the Regis
brothel...to the Hotpot, for being trashed
beyond belief for 15 hours straight...to
Courtney for finally turning 21...to the
bartenders at the Grape,'who did not kick
us out of the bar when we showed up at
12:10 on Sunday night for Courtney's
birthday, even though they were
blatantly cleaning up...to my gnomes,
Akaboodoo and Sheila, who really came
through for me this weekend...to Sheila
and T, who can't seem to get enough of
each other...to the kilogram of truffles at
our house...to drunken renditions of "In
a little while," 7 times in a row...to
learning the secret of Fairfield, the
naut—every night...to when the keg runs
out at 12, but the dance party lasts til 4
am at the undertow...to Beruit
tourney's...to Bone and Kava playing
their hearts out on the table...to Zeek and
Hawk making it to Australia (we'll miss
ya)...to blizunts in the bedroom...to keg
runs at Ben's...to finally finding the car
in NY (no thanks to Jaime)...to "I'm not
lazy, I just don't care"...to Kate being
social,...to seagulls attacking the Crow's
Nest...to garbage cans on roofs...to
stealing glow necklaces...to don't call me
whitey...to never t-bagging...to kicking
the crap out of Pattington...to the Boy
calling...to going to Al's at 9 am after
failing another statistics test...to Malibu
Bay Breezes and egg and cheese
sandwiches...to the field trip to Super
Duper Weenie...to the little red GEO
carrying our Christmas tree home...to
John, Happy 21st Birthday-love you,
you're lucky the Mirror are nice folks
and put in cheers after our deadline...to
Rae's ghetto booty...to KK, feel better..

to people who cheer their cool
throwdown BEFORE it happens..to the
girl that fought Maria, back off..to going
to sleep at 4 for'a week straight...to ac
203 tests...to losing your room key
somewhere in Bridgeport...to the crazy
girl who called my room at 1:45 in the
morning,claiming I hooked up with her
on 54th and 6th...to answering the
question of whether or not God exists
by putting him on your buddy list and
waiting..to roomies who smoke in the
bathroom, smart...to the No. Norwalk
trip, reschedule...to the ugly black Jetta
girl, you don't get it do you?...to having
to wake up on Fridays...to commuter
Student ID cards, absolutely useless...to
that girl in the pink sequined tube top at
the 112 conceit, you must have forgot
that you are the ugliest thing ever, lose
the attitude...to fighting with everyone
because they are stupid...to feet that
hurt...to getting a bad grade on the paper
1 thought 1 nailed...to the strange boy
harassing Sarah at tlie guys dup, who are
you and why are you in the house?...to
psycho boys who make up leaving NYC
and your friends...to cars being so
expensive to fix...to guys dup 03-you
don't live there yetL.toMarist rugby...to
junior girls cheering the house they don't
live in...to crazy lacrosse boy, thanks but
no thanks...to the black Jetta with NY
plates...to the random guy waking me up,
using our scope, and weighing
himself...to not having a f*(« # friend...to
guys dup '03, p/s, wait your damn
turn...to broken taps...to warm rugby
cider...to make-up that just won't wash
off...to a rip oft" concert...to the broken
hallway door that keeps slamming...to
Uptown...to an annoying roommate...to
girls who pass out and miss the entire
night...to 112...to seniors who make it to
a dorm, to pass out on a desk...to boys
that im you at 4 in the morning, talk to
me at a decent hour then maybe you'll
net some boot v..to it being 65 in

W

December, where's the snow?...to
waking up at the bunny twice last
weekend...to puking in two houses in
one night, and cleaning up the next
morning...to the mofo person who
blocked Courtney in on Saturday night,
keeping her from partaking in random
debauchery at 146...to people who send
in cheers along the lines of "mommy
and daddy and money"...to being puked
on...to insufficient funds...-to the kid
who smashed all the bottles in our
basement...to your toilet being blown
up...to not winning the beruit
tourney...to JM and LC not getting
any...to stepping in poo...to 5th year
seniors...to going to bed at 1:30...to
Saturday night...to Off The Wagon,
where are you?...to the Dr. English Prof
person...to flatso, I like bacon...to sue
getting hay on the car, watch out...to
the Boy breaking his wrist....to the oops
1 crapped my pants official...to the very
ghetto Christmas at the Jetty...to Fruit
Loop ornaments...to the RHC who
broke up the hot party at 97, you're
gay...to the Beat tide if they went to the
xmas party at the last call...to hooking
up with sophomore baseball players...to
being sketchy...to "buzz kills"...to the
twenty minute concert, 112 you're
beat...to keepin it tater...to not being
able urinate during your physical...to
hanging the boos & cheers on your
refrigerator, yeah thats cool...to an
awesome party at the beat tide, you're
still beat though...to being in the toilet
between 5 and 7...to a nasty hangover
after the LSAT's...to 6am laundry
runs...to
unknown
Christmas
presents...to a broken belt AND broken
pants...to gettinj
being a slacker...to hairy hallways...to
package slips on Sunday...to stressful
Thursday nights...to boys who make
friends cry...to stranue brews...to OL
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[editorial]

Trustees, stay off
the "Merit" Parkway
Students at Fairfield University are certainly accustomed
to sometimes feeling divided from the rest of the university
and surrounding communities, including professors, administrators and town residents on a variety of issues. But in the
past year, a new divide has risen that has further divided the
college.
"Merit pay" may not mean much to students, but the
issue is the faculty equivalent of a Clam Jam injunction.
The issue at hand is whether or not the faculty should
keep the current system, one that rewards teachers with an
across-the-board percentage increase every year, or adopt a
system that will reward teachers and faculty for publication,
speeches, presentations and research. The Mirror firmly believes that any pay system that is not supported by the faculty should not be adopted as the status quo.
It seems like so much at Fairfield is based on what other
schools might do. Our new library, arena and campus center did not come to fruition simply because we needed them,
but because we could better compete with them. Maybe it
is time that Fairfield stopped trying to be other schools. It is
time for Fairfield to be Fairfield.
If the purpose of teaching is to be published and speak
publicly, what is the purpose of studying? To earn high
marks, receive a diploma and make big bucks? A merit pay
system will act against the very foundation of this university. We must remember that knowledge is its own reward.
The same should go for teaching.
Ideological beliefs aside, why should the university side
with the Board of Trustees instead of the faculty? Every
student at Fairfield could say that at least two teachers have
helped him or her during their time here. Could the same be
said for the Board of Trustees?
The faculty of Fairfield is here every day. They teach
us and help us grow. They should have whatever pay system they want. Yet, this university seems extremely focused
on making itself competitive with other schools.
So maybe it is appropriate for The Mirror to look to our
idols to solve the issue of merit pay. Under intense pressure
to backpedal on their Watergate stories, Ben Bradley, an editor of The Washington Post simply remarked: "Let's stand
by our boys."
Maybe it's time Fairfield did the same for the faculty.
The editorial is the opinion of the majority of The Mirror's editorial
board. What's your opinion? E-mail mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

Please remember to send
in your letters
by Monday!
mirror@fain.fairfield.edu
or Box AA

[ letters to the editor]

Maybe this was what they were thinking
School spirit...places to study...stop complaining!
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
the pretentious exaggeration of
a criticism written about the
new campus center. The redundant abundance of trivial complaints week after week is not
only getting old, but also makes
me question, are we all drama
queens, or just bored?
Vibrant colors, comfy
couches, and representation of
school spirit. In my opinion
there is nothing missing. The
brand new campus center, a
multi-million dollar facility has
finally opened, what could one
possibly have to complain about
now?
While the interior decoration
in Barone may not meet up to
the lavish standards of some students, I think it's a vast improvement. What were you expecting? Pottery Barn antique
leather couches perhaps? Are
we really that superficial, or just
in desperate need of something
to whine about?

How is it possible to intricately name each pigment of
the newly painted walls and
furnishings, yet somehow fail
to recognize improvements
made from last year?
The new campus center IS
a great place to go between
classes. The entire building was
not only expanded, but renovated as well, thus providing
plenty of room for those students who choose to socialize,
and those who want to partake
in last minute cramming.
As for the apparent lack of
email dilemma, I'm sure it will
be set up eventually. However,
the library is really not that far
away.
As for the qualms about the
decorations in the campus center, I'll aggree, I'm not really a
huge fan of hunting trophies,
but let me remind you that our
school's mascot just so happens
to be... A STAG. According to
Webster s Dictionary, a mascot
can be defined as: a person, ani-

mal, or object adopted by a
group as a symbolic figure especially to bring them good
luck. In my opinion, conveying
a little school spirit for your
school, and athletic teams, instead of pyscho-analyzing everything, would greatly improve
the overall attitude possessed by
the student body.
Afterall, if college is supposed to be the best four years
of our lives, I know I'd rather
spend my precious time here enjoying these last few years with
friends, than focusing on the
color schemes of furniture in the
campus center.
My advice for fellow students is to ease up and take a step
back before you continue to
voice negative aspects on or off
campus, and enjoy Fairfield
University for all the great
things it does have to offer, you
could be missing out!!!
Sincerly,
Virginia Meade '03

One student PEEved off about the library
To the Editor:
This is not so much a letter I
suppose, but perhaps more of a
suggestion. I am here in the
Fairfield University library
computer lab. It is 3:24 a.m. and
I am doing readings and a paper I have to finish for a presentation I have to do tomorrow. I
really have to pee. I mean REALLY have to! Do you have
any suggestions on where I
might be able to take care of this
urge of mine? 'Cuz I've noticed
that the cafe is locked, which is

where the freaking bathrooms
are located. All of a sudden
we're not allowed in the campus center after 2 a.m., so that's
out also. Uh... hello?? We are
human, and an all-nighter requires COFFEE! Coffee contains caffeine... caffeine is a diuretic. When they were planning all this construction, did
anyone realize that humans
would be using these buildings?!? ARGH!! Fairfield
University is the master of
overlooking important things.

Like me peeing. I can't sit here
and write anymore, lest I leak
onto these lovely new chairs
they thought to buy for us.
Wasn't that nice of'em? To give
us a place to sit while we work
on the computers? I'm glad at
least they remembered that
much... Well, I'm off to wander
the campus in search of a storm
drain worthy of my recycled
coffee and OJ...
Sincerely,
Do Fitzpatrick, 2002
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Did you even know we
have an Equestrian team?
To the Editor:
Little does the rest of campus know,
but the Fairfield University Equestrian
Team (FUET) has been getting up every
Sunday morning for the past 6 weeks at
4 a.m. and going to horse shows either
in Long Island or somewhere in CT. In
my opinion we are the best-kept secret
of the university, with the best record.
Sadly, our season for this semester has
ended.
The Equestrian Team is a yearlong
sport with between 3 and 5 shows per
semester. Every April depending on how
well we've done during the season there
is a "Regional" show, followed by "Zone
Finals"-to determine which college in
our Zone will send a team to Nationals.
The team has sent at least one rider to
Nationals every year with the exception
of its first year in existence (1992).
Our season started Oct. 7 in Long Island; the team acquired 19 points over
the course of the day - not enough to take
home the win. However, the next weekend we came back strong, bringing our
total points to 57 and taking the lead over
the region. Every show from there on

just widened our lead, 95 to 124 and we
finished with a total of 165 points. The
closest college is Sacred Heart with 132
points and St. Joseph's with 127 points.
Fairfield is also home to the High
Point Rider in our Region, Jillian Brown
'04. She has acquired 54 points this season and is ahead of the closest rider by
19 points.
FUET is invited to many nationwide
tournaments throughout our season.
Sadly we were unable to attend the Preseason Classic in South Carolina this
year due to the events of Sept. 11.
Shortly after winter break the team will
be attending a nationwide invitational
tournament in Ohio. Fairfield is proud
to be invited to these tournaments with
mostly NCAA teams. We will be attending another tournament over Spring
Break in New Mexico.
Look forward to hearing of our
achievements over the next semester. If
anyone is interested in joining our club,
email02_sbooth@campus.fairfield.edu.
Sincerely,
Megan Long, '02

The Real Deal with Mike Theile

The new arena:

GET UP
and GO!
Why, may I ask, was there a huge crowd of students at the game resembling a "Red Sea?" Gee let me think...oh yeah that new arena! So far it
appears that students prefer to go to Harbor Yard, rather than the high school
atmosphere of Alumni Hall. I have nothing against Alumni Hall, but for a
school that is trying to build a big basketball program, it deserves the arena.
So far there has been success with the move to Harbor Yard. Students are
now going to the arena to cheer the basketball team. There's nothing like the
sound of the "Pit Posse's" roaring chants that echo through the arena. Nothing beats the ol' "a rope, a tree, hang the referee" chant from students. Everyone should be going crazy at these games; it's part of the college experience.
And now it's time for the coaches and players to give us something to cheer
about. No one wants to go and see losing teams. I mean if we wanted to see
losers we could just watch the 0-10 Detroit Lions play a game. This year we
have the talent to achieve success in the MAAC, but team unity is needed in
order to win it all.
With the new arena, we have an opportunity to create a fan base that could
create a fearful environment for opponents to play in. We have all the townspeople who come out in big numbers, but they are not the ones who will get
the arena going wild. We, the students, need to show up there and get loud and
crazy cheering the basketball teams, until we are MAAC Champions.
This Thursday is your chance to go and check out the arena. The men and
women have a double header and they are both facing last year's defending
MAAC champions.
Real deal: Close your books for a couple of hours and go to the Arena, it's
a good time!

Meet
The Mirror's

new
cartoonist!
James Umstead'05
Hometown: Ramsey, NJ
What made you start drawing? It was
something I always could do well.
It's one of those in-born survivor things.
If you could have your own comic strip,
what would it be about?
Some space opera—a foreign galaxy where
everyone's blowing each other up,
kinda like the Taliban.
What's your favorite television cartoon?
Powerpuff Girls.
Favorite comic strip? Foxtrot.
Would you ever want Gar field as a pet?
I'm allergic to cats.

James wants to be a
doctor. He'll be cutting
you up with either a
knife or his jokes.

Who is your favorite Peanut? Snoopy, he seems to do his own thing
,

If you think you have what it takes to match James' drawing skills,
e-mail us and get involved with The Mirror today/
,

Media groups unite!
To the Editor:
The recent visit of the R&B group 112
to Fairfield caused some controversy, skepticism, and everyone had a different opinion of how they were accepted. Despite the
different opinions of the band, or their performance here, there was one unique attribute about their visit. The FUSA sponsored event granted The Mirror, WVOF, and
The Ham Channel a pre-show interview
with the foursome. To my knowledge, this
was the first time the four media groups on
campus were able to collaborate on the same
project, and it was quite a success!
Josh O'Connell from The Mirror, Jen
Jaksina representing WVOF, and Mike
Catallo for The Ham Channel researched the
band, prepared creative and challenging
questions, and even when the time for the
interview was cut because the band was running late, the three interviewers kept their
cool and ran a smooth and fun press conference. FUSA prepared a conference room

specifically for our interview with 112
and helped us organize together to best
utilize our time with the performers.
I'd like to thank the programming
board of FUSA for making this possible.
In addition to reading about the interview in The Mirror, you can hear it replayed on WVOF, 88.5 FM, and it will
be up on The Ham Channel (64) shortly.
Look for posters coming soon, and check
it out, the guys were funny! Thanks to
Ross Ajemian and Kevin Tracy for helping me film it, and once again, WVOF
and The Mirror. I hope we can work
together on more projects in the future.
When we combine forces, we don't lose
individuality, but gain collaborate
strength and build lasting relations.
Sincerely,
Sarah Courtney '03
The Ham Channel Executive Producer
Check out the interview with 112 and
Josh O 'Connell on page 16
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What s your holiday wish?
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by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade
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To pass finals!''
*Z/^ Couture '04

'To get more
mail like this!"
Stephanie Porreca '04

"A week off from
the bookstore."

"My utility bill
paid on time."

*Malika Jonas
grad student

*Betsy Bonneville '03

"Jobs for next year."
*Liz Hurley '02 and
Catherine Renehan '02
Poll Results:

What bothers you the most about Fairfield?
Slow Internet
52%
"Parking Problems

55

*Pam Babik '03

Vote for the new
poll online at
■fairfield mirror, com;

Should the
library be
open 24 hours
during
exams???

20%

Construction qualms |
'Registration Process

"Lots of mistletoe
action.

20%

"Exam Schedule
•
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HE saU

TsSHE saU
Wou(c/ you fce in a frat or
sorority if we had Greek
life on cai\v>(j*?

SaU

By Joshua Mitchell
I think frats would be an interesting and awesome element to add to
the Fairfield campus. Here is why.
One, frats tend to be viewed as elitist institutions. The demand by students to be a member of an elitist institution would be so great, enrollment would shoot to extremely high
levels at the mere introduction of
frats. That also entails an influx of
tons of money, so the frats would be
able to sponsor kick-ass events and
be an awesome spirit and influence
on campus.
Two, frat members tend to be more
successful than their non-frat counter
parts. It is a proven fact that frat brothers tend to graduate with higher grade
point averages and in a shorter period
of time. It is also a proven fact that
frat brothers make more money and
3 out of 4 CEOs of Fortune 500 companies were part of a frat. Making
money is good.
Let's not forget the biggest thing,
the idea of the brotherhood. Frats, although they have many taboos associated with them, are very healthy.
The ideals espoused by the charter of
the frat tend to be well respected and
lived by. The frat may also ingrain in
its members a social responsibility for
others and a responsibility to the self.
It also creates friendships, ties, and
identity in a larger organization for a
lifetime. I definitely think that a mere
organization that can define a person
to such a degree is an awesome idea.
Finally, frats just have great parties. Toga parties and initiations.
These get-togethers are awesome and
expensive and are unlike any other
party at Fairfield. There are tons of
people, living life up, drinking a few
drinks, socializing, and partying hard.
And besides that, there is a sea of hot
girls ready to go wild at these parties.
Hey, and you've got those sister sororities! What could be better?
Bottom Line: Money, parties,
brotherhood—all in one house!
Would I join a frat? Without question,
hell yes.

a ■ ■ i

By Maria DeRuccio
I'm not going to lie, I always
thought that being in a sorority in
college was the only way to go.
When I thought about college, it always seemed like getting dressed up
and going to a frat party would be
the coolest thing. But, after hearing
horror stories about rushing, I don't
think I'd be interested in joining if
we had them at Fairfield.
A friend of mine rushed for a sorority and had to sit underneath a cow
for ten hours or until it plopped on
her face. Are you kidding me? Being in the most popular sorority isn't
worth that.
That same girl would get phone
calls at five in the morning to go to
the Quickie Mart and get a bag of
Doritos for one of her 'listers" in the
poring rain. I don't think most
people would do that for a real sister.
It seems like the whole tradition
has gotten ridiculous and cult-like.
You have to do everything for whichever frat or sorority you pledge for
and pledging has to be your first and
only concern.
I think I would get totally annoyed hanging out with the same
snobby girls every night whose idea
of bonding time is me painting their
toe nails, or something dumb like
that. I would prefer to have friends
that like me for reasons other than I
pay them to.
The thing that gets me the most
is that no one is allowed to wear,
touch or be near anything with your
Greek letters on it. That's so stupid.
Your letters are too sacred for any
non-pledged person to breathe on. I
don't know the meaning behind all
this stuff, but it seems more like
forced companionship.
I'd rather pick and choose my
own friends and do what I want when
I want. Don't get me wrong, if we
had Greek Life at Fairfield I'd love
to go to the parties, I just wouldn't
want to be the brunt of everyone's
jokes.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a

FUSA prez
shouts out
cert organized this past weekend by the
FUSA Programming Board cannot be
overlooked. This is the first concert
I would like to take this opportunity sponsored by FUSA since 1998 that not
to express my thanks and to congratu- only sold out, but also made a profit.
FUSA, however, has not only been
late the members of FUSA who have
worked so hard this semester. The pro- hard at work on campus, but off camgrams and events that were scheduled for pus as well. Through the dedication of
the student body for the first semester the newly established External Execuhave been met with great excitement and tive Assistant, FUSA has fostered a close
high levels of participation. Without the working relationship with the new First
hard work and dedication of the FUSA Selectman of Fairfield and is continumembership, we would not have been ally working towards building a closer
bond between the student body and the
able to achieve as much as we have.
One of the many highlights from the Town of Fairfield. Part of FUSA's offfirst semester includes our successful campus involvement includes addressmove into the newly renovated Barone ing student concerns over quality of life
Campus Center. Our current office space issues on and around Lantern Point, and
is double in size compared to the former taking an active role in planning a meFUSA office. Additionally, now all clubs morial to be dedicated in remembrance
and organizations are each assigned a! of the Sept. 11 tragedy. Also, be sure to
workstation where they can store paper- be on the lookout for the first ever ediwork, hold meetings and attract prospec- tion of Beach News on Dec. 9. This joint
tive members. Located across from the publication between FUSA and SBRA
is intended to
FUSA office,
keep student
these workstabeach resitions serve as
dents
inthe location for
formed and
many
hard
connected to
hours' work.
the univerContinuing
sity.
with our onIn closcampus operaing, let me
tions, the cresay
that
ation of the
FUSA's first
Board of Govsemester has
ernors has rebeen very
sulted in a more
productive,
efficient disand will be
persal of fundeven more
ing to our clubs
exciting and
and organizaeventful next
tions,
and
semester.
hence has inPlease be
creased the
sure to keep
overall rate of
club and organization participation in up to date with FUSA events and hapFUSA. Each of the Class Councils as penings on our new website,
well has shown tremendous motivation www.fairfieldfusa.com. Thank you to
in organizing and planning trips and everyone for their hard work; I cannot
events for their respective class members. wait to see what the next semester will
The FUSA Senate has worked hard bring. The individuals that work with
this semester developing committees, ap- FUSA take ownership in what they are
proving FUSA members and expendi- doing and produce quality events for the
tures, and representing the voice of the student body. Congratulations on a great
student body. Student Court has been job done so far and please keep up the
vigilant in taking an active role in hear- great work.
ing cases involving infractions of the
University's Code of Conduct. And fi- Sincerely,
nally, in noting FUSA's successes of the Joseph Piagentini
first semester, the phenomenal 112 con- FUSA President
To the Editor:

Thumbs Up... _JM

r

...Thumbs Down

...is taking the week off. Hopefully
when we return we will have
funnier things to say than "poop."
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So... how were they?
BY LAURA PFEIFER

If 1 plus 1 plus 2
equals four, then for
sure, 112 rocked Fairfield
• I University during their
one-hour concert at
Alumni Hall on Friday,
Nov. 30. These guys held
the sweaty, sardined, and
screaming crowd in the
palm of their hands until they strutted out of the
doors.
The crowd was restless
during the delayed start of 112's performance. R&B music blared
through the speakers to pacify the
fans during this 25-minute setback. All around you, a sea of security and people were engulfing
you, trying to rush the stage.
■4

"Slim"

People were literally one-inch from
each other; basically the people surrounding you shared some intimate and
personal space with you for the duration
of the show. Sweat permeated Alumni
Hall. The humidity and anticipation was
so thick, you could cut it with a knife.
Suddenly the lights went down,
screams pierced the heavy atmosphere.

112 had arrived.
The fab four of R&B began their
one-hour performance late, but the soldout crowd seemed to relish every line
that these guys sang. From the opening
notes of "It's Over Now" until the concluding chords of "Peaches and Cream,"
112 had the crowd bumping, grinding,
and swaying to the soulful tunes of their

Josh ^fcefl's J>

InQuifstions

H R&B GROUP 112

The Mirror's Joshua O'Connell, along
with Jen Jaksina representing WVOF
and Mike Catallo from HAM Channel
had the chance to interview 112. An edited version follows; a full version is on
our website (www.fairfieldmirror.com).
1. Mike: How did you guys get involved with Bad Boy Records?
Q: We started back in 1993. Our managers at that time had a great relationship with Puff. They hooked up a meeting with Puffin [the parking lot] of this
night club in Atlanta called 112. We got
together, sang for him [there]. That
sparked the initial interest. Two or three
weeks later he sent a contract.

2. Jen: (To Daron) Can you tell me a
little bit about yourself?
Daron: Myself first of all my name's
Daron Jones, I'm a Capricorn... (laughs
in audience) yeah it's like that. I'm 23
years old. I'm from Atlanta, Georgia. I
like to sing, I like to dance, I like beautiful women.
Jen: Well you came to the right place
then, huh?
Daron: For sure! (laughs) I like to write
songs, I like to produce tracks. I believe
in God -1 put him first in my life.
Michael: I can see ya'll don't want to
hear about the rest of us.
Jen: I really want to hear about you.
Michael: Nah. (holds hand up) (laughs)

three successful albums. Their CD-quality concert was worth the money that I
paid for it, and I would have paid more.
Dressed in white and black Adidas
jump-suits, Q, Slim, Mike, and Daron
Crip Walked, Harlem Shaked, and 112
Stomped into the hearts of the crowd who
seemed to be relishing every minute that
112 was on stage. They flexed their vocal muscles and musical talents; Daron
played keyboard to the improved interlude of Mike, who sang seductively
about 112 and their lady fans.
He brought Q on-stage, picking a
female member of the audience to oil him
down, which she definitely didn't mind
doing at all. She slowly strutted over to
the bare-shirted Q and in the night's most
X-rated display, sensuously rubbed him
down much to her, (and probably his)
delight.
A hush fell over the rambunctious
crowd as 112 held a moment of silence
for all those affected by the Sept. 11 tragedies and all the "true heroes who were
there, who have passed, and who are
defending us know." They next bowed
their heads in prayer and reflection for
our Lord, as they sang an old Gospel
song.
These guys know where they come
from and they are obviously grateful for
every accomplishment. It was a display
of patriotism and faith that the whole
audience had been feeling and showing
in the past few months. 112 incorporated
it into their act, something that many
might not. Wow.
"Cupid" off of 112's self-titled debut was definitely a fan-favorite. The
crowd sang and swayed, all while trying
to grab one of the roses being thrown out
by the guys. All I have to say is that the
couples seemed to enjoy it. Enough said.
The audience was jumping when "Dance
With Me," mixed with "Peaches and

Cream" played, by far the two most recognizable 112 songs. In a club-type atmosphere, the crowd ate it up; they were
singing and dancing right along with the
four boys from the A.
112 had a high-energy show but
they knew when to slow it down, give
;themselves and the hyperactive crowd a
breather. Their rest was a bit time-consuming. During their singsong chat with
their audience, Mike seemed to linger on
a little too long on well, the mic. There
wasn't really a need for Q's rubdown,
but hey, it was for the ladies. The guys
were repelled by it. The girls relished
it. 112 knows they still have it.
I have no complaints whatsoever.
However, I will acknowledge that the
concert length was disappointing to the
sold-out crowd. Those who have never
seen 112 before were expecting a longer
show. I would have agreed had I not seen
them before. But everyone has to remember, R&B tours are very few and
far between.
No band since Boyz II Men has
gone on a mass tour since they've declined in popularity. R&B groups have
only gained momentum again in the recent years, thus there really hasn't been
a market for stadium tours for these acts.
112 has an amazing talent which they
displayed for one-hour, how can you
knock the fact that everyone was singing, dancing and screaming in delight the
whole time?
Despite this complaint, 112 was a
big draw for Fairfield University. It
brought diversity to campus and some
real recognizable talent. They put on a
good show for the college campus circuit. Fairfield University got one-hour
of four guys who really know how to
entertain a crowd. If 112 was good
enough for Janet, they were nothing short
of amazing for Fairfield.

Jen: I apologize. (To Slim) How about
you. Can you tell me about yourself?
Slim: Me? Man, sure. Hey -1 go by the
name of Slim. I'm the youngest in the
group. I'm 22. Man, I love life. Ya'll can
see it. I always got a smile on my face. I
love being in this group. We've accomplished a lot. We're still friends. We still
love each other.
Michael: (sarcastically) Ya!
Slim: Bump you. (laughs) (Daron and
Michael "fight") We have 3 albums out.
The first album [is] self titled. The second album, Room 112. This album right
here that just came off, came out, thank
you Janet Jackson, love you, she definitely kept us on a consistent basis. I love
you! I love you all!
3. Josh: You guys are on Bad Boy
records, which is affiliated with Arista.
Besides the CDs that you've mentioned, you've got the DVD of course,
which has got 2 singles on there. What
do you think about the DVD to help
you get your name out there.

Daron: Can I see that?
Josh: Absolutely!
Daron: What I think, with the growth of
technology like DVD it helps to propel
us as artists and get our name out there
even further. Some people [are] just
strictly relying on DVD right now. I
didn't know we had that 'til maybe about
a month ago. I walk in the store [...] the
day the Michael Jackson album came out
we walked into the store and we were
like "woah!"
4. Mike: You touched on it, but can
you go into how influential Notorious
BIG was in your music?
Q: First of all man, I want to tell everyone out there that we thank ya'll for the
prayers and the letters and the phone
calls at the time of his death. He played
a very important part in 112's career because he put us on the map with our first
single, Only You. He rhymed on it and
people who knew B.I.G. and loved [him]
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The Fairfield University Glee Club performed its "Beloved Christmas Favorities" on Friday and Saturday. Led by Conductor
Carole Ann Maxwell, the performance included selections from around the world. The group totals more than 130 student singers.

Ttirn up the 'Radio'
BY SEAN HAYES
While we all eagerly await bootlegged copies of "112: Live at Fairfield,"
to appear on the campus network, hopefully Radiohead can hold us over.
Just months after their June release
of "Amnesiac," the Oxford quintet has
released their first live album, "I Might
Be Wrong," with songs pulled from their
European shows in Berlin, Oxford, Oslo,
and Vaison La Romaine.
Emphasis on the "might" in the title.
If Radiohead are wrong, no musicians
should ever be right. The eight song CD
shows listeners why Radiohead simply
is the greatest band in the world (Spin's
words last year, not ours). While most
Radiohead albums contain small details
perfected in the studio, the live album
shows that the band can do it just as well
on stage.
1. The National Anthem- The
opener at every show, amazing not only
because it starts with a transistor radio
being sampled, but because the driving
bass line is loud, fuzzy and moves the
whole song along. Thorn Yorke's grunting only add to the fun.
2. I Might Be Wrong- Radiohead
has always had the ability to make certain songs better live ("Talk Show Host,"
anything from "Pablo Honey"). This
song could quite possibly be the greatest example of making a song better for
the fans. The tempo has been upped and
as a result so has the quality.
3. Morning Bell- "The Divorce
Song," not only jams more than it did
on "Kid A," but Thorn's mumbling rants
at the end of the track lend it a resonance
that was missing from the studio version.
4. Like Spinning Plates- If there
was any proof needed why this band has
the greatest skills in the world, this song
is it. Forgoing the operatic auras of the
"Amnesiac" version, a simple piano
chord drives the live version. Outstanding.
5. Idioteque- A great, rousing

Nice "head" shots
(left to right)
Ed,
Phil,
Johnny,
Thorn and
Colin

sing-along that is filled with so much energy that you have to listen to it again.
6. Everything In Its Right
Place- The greatest live version of any
song committed to CD in ten years.
Sampling, normally confined to rap
music (and music studios) lifts the song
into another dimension.
Thorn Yorke's vocals
swoop in and out of focus
as
Colin
Greenwood's bass line
pushes the song along.
Hypnotic.
7. Dollars
and CentsThe
album's only misstep, it
just seems out of place.
While the song is well
performed, it just
doesn't have the greatness of the other seven
tracks.
8. True Love
Waits- For Radiohead
fans, the equivalent of
finding the Loch Ness
Monster. First performed in Brussels in
1995, the song only
made it into regular rotation live this year, despite the enormous
popularity of the 95
bootleg. An absolutely
wonderful song, that
not only makes you

want more, but it
makes you wonder what other
gems Radiohead
might be holding
back from the
world.

Artist:
Radiohead
e:A CD: I Might Be Wrong
Label: Capitol

Photos: hollywoodandvine.com
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I need my Xmas specials

BY LAUREN NAPOLITANO
Think back to the holidays when
you were a kid. Now think back to those
special TV programs that the networks
would only air once a year. You looked
forward to them. They made that special time of year seem all the more magical.
Now where have most of them
gone?
I'm not just talking about Christmas
on this one. Because Christmas is so
highly commercialized, most of the old
favorites: Rudolph, Frosty, Charlie
Brown and, thank goodness, Garfield,
still get their hour or so of air time once
or twice in December.
But what happened to the little
known holiday specials? And what happened to the specials that were made for
other holidays? (Wow...there are other
holidays? You'd barely know there was
a Thanksgiving anymore the way the
stores treat it.) Have these other holiday
specials been banished to the executive
vault of no return with all this season's
failed sitcoms? Why is that?
You think it would kill the networks
to cancel one of their lame sitcoms for
one evening just to put on a holiday special.
I don't think anyone would have
been crying if CBS put on "It's The Great
Pumpkin, Charlie Brown" one Monday

10 Questions
CONTINUED FROM P.

16

for who he was gave us a chance. He
was one of the first to lay down the welcome mat and welcome us to the label.
5. Jen: OK Mike. I want you to tell
me what is the craziest thing any
screaming fan has done to you?
Michael: Screwing? Oh screaming! I
thought you said screwing, (laughs)
Daron: She's trying to play us here. I
thought this was a family interview.
Michael: (laughing) Give me a minute.
Daron: Rated E for Everyone!
Michael: We were in London one time
and this fan was running behind this van
we were in, and grabbed hold of the van
and held on for 20 feet. We were going
like 30 miles, 45 miles per hour and she's
just like holding on (laughs) and she finally let go, and she tumbled,
(comment in background)
Michael: Well she said the craziest.
Hopefully she's all right. I'll buy her a
Rolls, cause she rolls with it. She rolled
with the fall.
6. Jen: Now something like that, is that
like a turn on, well not like a turn on
(laughs) I'm just surrounded by like...
um... (laughs) Hey what can I say! Do
you just frown upon that?
Michael: Well, we were on our way here
and we spoke to somebody [...] and they
told us that 2500 people had bought tickets to see the show. Once you think about
stuff like that it's overwhelming. We
don't look at our success or you'd be
overwhelmed because you have four
country bumpkins, 'cause we're from
Atlanta so you know we're not used to
all this glitz and glam. We put God first
and it's a blessing to even be here in Connecticut because I honestly never
thought outside of this group I'd ever be
outside ofAtlanta. There are two or three
things to do to get out of Atlanta. I don't

Photo: abc.com

'Merry Christmas, Charlie Brown!"
evening instead of "Yes, Dear." That
special is a classic in every sense and it
upsets me that kids can't watch it anymore on TV.
And what about the Garfield Halloween special? Does anyone still remember that one anymore? Yeah, true.
It did scare the heck out of me and a lot
of people I knew as kids, but I would
love to see it again, even if just to sit

there in satisfaction as it failed to keep
me up at night.
Talk about forgotten-what about the
Charlie Brown Thanksgiving special?
When was the last time they showed that?
I haven't seen it in so long that the one
vague memory I have from it could actually be a commercial for Chex Party Mix.
But yes, I do realize that there are
about nine million Christmas specials in

want to say the other two.
(laughs) Singing was definitely one of them. It really
makes you be more conscious
of what it is that you say and
do because whether or not you
realize it you are a role model.
And it makes you feel good
that you have people jump on
your vans and ride 20 feet.
Jen: Well we're really happy
that you are here.
Michael: Well we can tell because we see the little signs. Ya'll make
us feel like we're Janet. We've seen the
posters down there and the little fruit
trays. You got our riders right,
(security guard signals to wrap it up)
Michael: (To Guard) Don't cut us off.
We've got to do the rest of this interview dog. (To Jen) We appreciate the
love. It's a beautiful thing. You even got
our names right. You even said Daron
right.
7. Josh: I know you went on tour with
Janet recently... Do you like doing
smaller concerts where you can headline and do a more intimate concert
or do you prefer larger concerts
where more people will be reached by
your music?
Michael: Actually, Janet was on tour
with us. (laughs) Just for the record. I
know that's a misprint and we hear it
all the time. It's a hard job but
someone's gotta do it. We like the more
intimate crowds because you get to be
with the fans and you can interact more
with the fans. It feels good to be on both
of'em, I'll be honest with you. We were
on tour with Puffy which was 20,000 a
night. And then Janet, we had the privilege of being there «with her. But it's
something about being with an intimate
crowd of 5,000 people that they can relate [to us]. When you're on that big
stage you're unreachable. We're in an
environment where it's like "aah. I can

barely get him." So it feels good so we
like both of them but we like the intimate
ones are the ones we really go for.
8. Mike: Some artists feel like they need
this time to come up with music. Does
it come out on the fly or do you sit down
and work on it?
Q: It depends on the situation. Daron,
being the producer... he takes his equipment [everywhere]. We could be asleep,
he could be in the back of the bus beating on the MPC coming up with songs or
any one of us, being writers... for those
of you don't know, 112 is a self-contained
group. Daron is the producer and we all
write. So Daron can either come up with
a song or a track and we write to it, or
one of us may go to him and say I have
this song idea and put a track to it. I think
that's a good thing by being so much in
control of your own project because
you're not waiting on somebody.
9. Jen: Slim - who came up with the
112 stomp.
Slim: Actually, it was already a dance in
the ATL. We kinda got it from the Attic
Crew, it was like a local group in the ATL.
We decided to bring it to an international
status. What better way than but call it
the 112 stomp.
Jen: Awesome. We're definitely looking forward to that.
10. Josh: You can see I've got the DVD
so I'm with all the new technologies...
Slim: Can I see that DVD? (laughs)

existence, and the networks can't be expected to show them all every holiday
season. But I think instead of rerunning
crappy sequels like "Frosty Returns"
(thanks for the ruining all the suspense
the last line of the song provided) and
"Rudolph and the Island of Misfit Toys"
(I can't tell you how many people picked
that one up at the video store I work at
and asked me what the heck it was) they
should try something better.
I, of course, have a few suggestions.
What about "Santa Claus is Coming To
Town," a special done in the same animation style as Rudolph which showed
how Santa came to be who he was.
Or what about that special with the
two dinosaur hosts? I don't recall the
name, but I remember that one of them
kept eating a lot and sang "Here We
Come A-WAFFLING." That one also
featured The California Raisins singing
"Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer."
What was wrong with those two specials? Santa not "hip" with the under ten
crowd anymore? "Jurassic Park III" ruin
our perception of dinosaurs forever?
Maybe I just don't think like a network
exec, but I fail to see the logic.
So, if you have a favorite holiday
special, or you ever come across one you
like, I suggest you tape it, and guard the
mentioned tape with your life.
Okay, maybe I'm overreacting. But
I really liked that dinosaur special.

Josh: I wanted to ask you a bit about
that. Two big technologies out there
that are hot button issues are MP3s,
of course, and then copy protected
CDs that will stop people from doing
that. I was wondering if you had any
opinions, pro or con, about those technologies.
Daron: When the whole situation with
Napster hit we were upset about that.
But the rulings against Napster settled
us down. Anytime you're an artist and
you have something that you've created
and somebody can utilize it however
they want to and you don't see revenues
from [it] it's a problem. We're always
for new technologies and moving forward into the future as long as it's done
in moderation and with restrictions. But
it's a wonderful thing - technology.
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Bob Dylan aliue in concert?
BY CHRIS DONATO

After waiting outside for seven
hours last Friday in Portland, Maine, I
had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Bob Dylan
from the third row of the Cumberland
County Civic Center.
It was a smaller venue than I was
used to but that only added to the ambiance that Dylan had carefully constructed.
The stage floor was checkered black
and white and a black curtain provided
a simple backdrop. Before Dylan and the
band took the stage, classical music filled
the arena preparing the audience for a
show that screamed class.
When Dylan did take the stage, a
half an hour late, he removed his cowboy hat and without hesitation began performing an explosive rendition of "Hallelujah, I'm Ready to Go."
The concert rolled on without interruption until the eleventh song when he
introduced the band. The music then continued with a version of "Tangled up in
Blue" that included some of the most
amazing guitar playing that I have ever
heard.
It was a privilege to hear five musicians jam so hard separately, not wasting a note, then suddenly come together
for the climax of a song.
One of the most impressive aspects
of the show was the simplicity of it. Even
though it was amazing and very memorable there were no special effects or outlandish stunts.
It may have been because Dylan is

as fragile as a 95-yearold woman, but I believe that it's because
he is such a great performer.
Anything
that
would break a fan's
concentration on the
music would not allow
Dylan to express himself in the most meaningful manner.
It was different to
see a musician concentrate so hard on playing
perfectly. There was no
sign of feeling on the
old man's face unless
he found one of his own
lyrics particularly humorous. He was so foPhoto: bobdylan.com
cused that he didn't He may look weak, but Bob Dylan still has something to say.
even acknowledge the
crowd's presence while playing a song. were five guys in the band each one pull- began to go crazy and didn't stop. Once
This is a big change from the con- ing their own weight.
Dyla'n left the stage the crowd contincerts I have been to, such as Lynyrd
Dylan ended his concert with some ued to go nuts until the lights finally
Skynyrd and Ted Nugent, that were of his more well known songs including came on about three minutes later.
riddled with over the hill guitarists per- "Rainy Day Women #12 and 35," "Like
I believe that everyone who left
forming guitar masturbation while the A Rolling Stone," "Blowin' in The there had a deeper understanding of what
crowd dances drunk to a redundant beat. Wind," "All Along The Watchtower," music should be. So if you would ever
I also began to realized why the and "Knockin' on Heavens Door."
like hear meaningful thought provoking
Although Dylan played many of his lyrics put to music that is equally amazticket said "An Evening With Bob
Dylan." This was not just a Bob Dylan songs differently than he used to, they ing I advise you to see Bob Dylan next
Concert; it was an intimate show that still have the same feeling. In fact the time he comes to town.
allowed the crowd to see and hear some more up beat version of "All Along the
He may be old but he is still the best
Watchtower" was, dare I say, better than singer songwriter the world has ever
amazing musicians.
known and health willing we will see
There were many different types of the old version.
When the first cord of "Knockin' on him again in a couple of years.
string instruments on stage and a talented
musician stationed at each. In total there Heavens Door" came through the crowd

'Amethysts andToetry
BY BOB ALBERT

III

"Nothing is more powerful than an
idea who's time has come" - Victor
Hugo.
Previously known for his contributions to the underground circuit of the
avante garde spoken word poetry, poet/
actor Saul Williams presents his "offering" to music: "Amethyst Rock Star."
After developing a following from
his artistic endeavors, Saul has been able
to put together an album of music. Accomplishments including being a representative of the first prize winners New
York for the National Poetry Slam in
1996, leading actor in the California
Sundance indie film award winning film
"Slam" in 1998, and author of two poetry books.
The album is described by Saul to
be a series of chants, prayers and spirits
as well as an influence from his favorite
musicians. Rick Rubin of Red Hot Chili
Peppers and Def Jam Records fame produces the album on his American Recordings label.
To prepare for the recording he began to listen to all of his favorite music
artists' first albums, Fela Kuti. Bob
Dylan, Seal, Krs-One, Led Zeppelin, to
get an idea for his debut.
He mentions his passion and love
for hip-hop music and its uninspiring
current state as his influence to make this
album. A form of music that was once a
creative expression of life and art has
come to a trendy stage where the artists

have compromised their art for success.
Disturbed by this, Saul describes his
passion to make music as filling the void
between what he has heard to what he
would like to hear. The result is a wonderful piece of art presented as an offering for anyone who admires poetry.

The cover of the cd is a shrine filled
with white candles and Saul laying in
front of the shrine looking as if he's put
his all into this "offering" and presents
it to the listener. The album starts off with
no intro and goes straight to the strings
of a viola that introduces his lyrics of
fury to a steady drum beat of the song
La La La.
The lyrics antagonize any rapper
that has had their 15 minutes of fame and
claims to have paid their due without
respect to the pioneers. The song is a
perfect intro track to one who has been
heavily anticipating this debut.
Saul urges hardcore rappers "while

Saul Williams
speaks

you're rhyming about being hardcore, be
heart-core, what is it that we do art for?."
The next song is "Penny for a
Thought," where the poet offers a few
thoughts about current issues that aren't
normally talked about. Questioning the
portrayal of reality he reasons on a
father's responsibilities: "A young child
stares at a glowing screen transfixed by
tales of violence, his teenage father tells
him that that's life, not that Barney shit."
Track 3 is the stream of conscious
song "Robeson." The song's title is from
one of Saul's most influential people, the
actor/singer Paul Robeson from the 20s.
Having little to do with Paul
Robeson, the song takes you into a
strange descriptive dream along a melodic drum pattern. This piece is a creative way of writing in that it shows the
listener the significance of a dream and
how it plays in with our every day life.
What's interesting about Saul's poetry
is that he invokes so much into the product that you find something with each
listen.
The next track Saul takes his followers back to his earlier music material with the drum & bass production
popular in the U.K. with the song "Tao
of Now" which is where his album was
first released.
On the song Saul offers that the "Tao
of Now" or today is in the voice of children. This is one of my favorite songs.
Track 5 is a song adopted from a
song by Michael Jackson - She's Outta
My Life. The song here is called Fear-

less and is about being able to love without fear. The song is said to be the perfect example of the description of the
book that Saul has written about his personal look on relationships- She.
Track 7 "Om Nia Merican" is an ode
to any person in America who seeks there
individualism and what it takes to get to
that point. Across screeching guitars the
song can be the equivalent of a pledge
of allegiance to your individual interpretation of what the American flag represents to you.
Track 8 happens to be one of my
favorite songs "1987." The song starts
off as a memoir of urban lifestyle back
in the year 1987 as Saul remembers being with his peers. By the time the guitar riff hits, you're brought into a tale of
the past about pain and emotions.
This song can fit into today's
lifestyle of people who are ignorant to
only see one side of a story. Saul then
incorporates the hip-hop songs of then
that shows the dominance of a male figure that forgets the feminine side.
Once again using the power of electronic music's drum and bass Saul collaborates on production with U.K.'s DJ
Krust on "Coded Language." This track
has an eerie sound that distracts your
thought pattern for the simple fact to
make you pay attention.
As long as we have contributors and
patrons of art like Saul Williams the void
between uninspiring writing and great art
will forever be filled.
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Record companies: "MP3s be gone!'
New technology aims to keep music lovers from making MP3s
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

to exchange files. Artists are
Error Reading CD
being paid for radio and
sales. Napster is a violation
of their property. Some
writers get royalties - they
CJ-)
This CD is invalid or improperly
deserve to get paid as much
as possible and not be piformatted. Check the disc for
rated by kids. CD prices are
too high though and they
any scratches and reinsert the
should be taken care of."
The technology has
disc to try again.
caused some people issues,
however, with being able to
access the music in their CD
players at all. A recent high
profile release by Natalie
OK
Imbruglia in Europe, which
had the protection, turned
out to not play in certain CD
players. The record company is willing to replace those CDs, good idea," said Marshall. "If you have PCs - Macintosh users continue to have
claiming that they're still testing the a laptop somewhere you can listen to it little trouble making copies.
That having been said, record comtechnology and that bugs would only on there. If there's not trading going on
come out with a few test releases. How- it's a good idea."
; panies are still very much interested in
ever, it's apparent that there's still more
DeSena agreed, saying "as long as making things work out. Universal
work to be done on the technology.
they're not transferable" it's a good thing Music, the largest record company with
30% market share in the music industry,
One such idea to improve upon it, to consider.
developed by Microsoft, is to have a
The transferability of the files is also pledges to have all their CDs protected
computer copy of the music in an issue, as hackers recently cracked the by 2002. The other four major compaMicrosoft's music format, which would protection that keeps Microsoft's files nies have all begun to research, or have
allow people to make a copy of those from being transferred. Microsoft re- already started, pilot programs to see
files onto their computer, but nowhere solved it by simply adjusting slightly its how well the technology will work.
Copy protection appears to be the future,
else.
software.
Students seemed more open to that
In addition, all of these new tech- so those who enjoy Audiogalaxy beware:
idea. "That technology sounds like a nologies only work on IBM-compatible the end of the tunnel is approaching.

Jil

A small MP3 file can provide musical enjoyment on your computer, stereo, portable audio players and even
more. But record companies want to
stop you from being able to have access
to those files by keeping you from creating them to begin with.
A controversial new technology has
been introduced that would, in theory,
allow record companies to stop you from
not only from distributing MP3s of the
CDs you have, but keep you from making a copy of your CDs onto your own
computer.
The idea behind the technology is
that your computer won't recognize that
it's a music CD, blocking it with code
that instead makes the computer think
it's nothing more than a frisbee.
Tests have already been done with
a few high profile CD releases, including the latest N'Sync CD "Celebrity" and
a promo version of Michael Jackson's
"You Rock My World."
Students are mixed about the idea
of protected CDs. "I understand the the
concern for copyright laws," said Alison
Marshall '04, "but on the other side the
CD is kind of your property and you
should be able to make a copy for your
computer."
Paul DeSena '03 disagreed. "Everyone thinks of Napster as a free medium
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Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

Write for us...
...and be Fairfield's print
version of Ex-Lax.

Send us your stories:
By E-mail...
mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu

...by mail...
Mailroom Box AA

The future of toilet reading
material is in your hands.
(Pardon the pun.)

...or by hand!
Campus Center Room 104
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Women's Volleyball

Swimming & Diving

NCAA Tournament loss

NCAA Tournament loss

The end to another MAAC Championship season came with a
loss to the Perm State in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.
It was the Stags' fifth consecutive appearance in the tournament.
Carola Stowe led the Stags with 12 kills and 8 digs.

The women's team defeated the Golden Griffins of Canisius
with a score of 107 - 33 but lost to Siena 50 - 90 in a tri-match.
The Diving team placed 5th at the Springfield Invitational on
Sunday

Ice Hockey

Football

Stags net win against Crusaders

Post-season awards

Freshman goalie Michael Wolfe earned his frist collegiate win
with 21 saves, but the most dramatic moment of the game came
when the Stags' net-minder was clipped by a Holy cross player. A
;cuffle ensued and nine penalties were assesed. The Stags won the
contest 3-2.

Upcoming Events:
Thursday, December 6
Women's Basketball vs. Siena College, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Iona College, 8 p.m.
Friday, December 7
Ice Hockey vs. Findlay, 8 p.m.
Saturday, December 8
Ice Hockey vs. Findlay, 3 p.m.
Men's Basketball @ DePaul, 12 p.m.
Sunday, December 9
Women's Basketball @ Manhattan College, 2 p.m.

The Stags were well represented in the All-MAAC awards
announced this past week. Nine Fairfield players earned recognition, including three named to the conference's first team.
Andrew Turf (WR), Matt Giugliano (TE), and Jeff Gomulinski
(P) earned this high recognition.

Women's Basketball
Mixed results

Meghan Light led the Stags with 21 points in their 67-58 win
against Georgetown University. The Stags were then stomped
by Penn State 88-37. The Lady Lions are ranked 22nd in the
USA Today Coach's poll.

EVERYTHING STAGSPORTS
WWW.FAIRFIELDSTAGS.COM

Intramurals Report by Rick Briamonte
What a great ending to a great fall season! To start off, on behalf of the Intramurals
Staff, I would like to thank all those who
participated in the fall sports for making this
past season one of the best in recent memory.
Football and soccer both had very successful years, which makes us believe that things
are looking up for the future.
Alumni Field - What a great way to end
a great season as the #4 Quitters faced off
against the #3 Shooting Seamen in the
Intramurals Bowl, Monday, November 18th.
In front of a sellout crowd of 10 people, the
Seamen opened the scoring as Kevin
Waterman tossed to Brad Lutrus or a 25 yard
run and the score. Waterman would also run
one in from 10 yards out and also threw a 50
yard pass to Lutrus for the Seamen scoring.
On the other side, Dan Garfreddo threw three
touchdown passes to Peter Dray, Everett
Minger and Chris Terranova. Both teams
loved to play so much, that they decided to
play an extra frame, deadlocked at 18 by the
end of regulation. In the overtime, the Seamen got the ball first on the 30 and scored on
one play, a pass from Waterman to Keith

Griffin. The extra point was good. Three
plays later, Garfreddo connected with Edwin
Delgado to bring the Quitters to within one
point. With the game on the line, Garfreddo
came to the line, dropped back and looked
across the middle, he found Delgado and tried
to thread the needle between two defenders.
Delgado couldn't hang on to the tough pass
and the game ended in dramatic fashion,
Shooting Seamen 25, Quitters 24. Congratulations to both teams on a great season and
we look forward to seeing both teams back
next year.
University Field - Soccer failed to disappoint on Sunday as the Shockers won in a
"shocking" victory over the #1 seed, defending champion Ganja FC. The Shockers
caught a break as early in the game. Ganja
seemed to take the momentum only to have
it swept away when the ball looked as if it
crossed the goal line for a Ganja goal, ended
up being ruled no goal giving the Shockers
another chance. "That call changed the game;
we really lost a lot of steam on that call. But
hey, these things happen, we can't blame the
loss on one play," said Ganja captain Jim

Britton. Tim Wallace opened the scoring
with a goal on a direct kick from just outside the box. The shot sailed over the human wall created by Ganja and past a leaping Eddie Seavers. The shot could not have
been placed more perfectly. The game went
back and forth until midway through the second half when John Doney snuck one past
Seavers adding insurance to the Shockers
lead. It was an exciting hard fought game
with Intramurals crowning a new outdoor
soccer champion. Congratulations Shockers! On a more moving and serious side,
this was the last season of outdoor soccer
for Ganja FC as most will graduate. It was
fun Ganja, good luck with indoor soccer.
Looking ahead...
Due to the overwhelming turnout for
both floor hockey and basketball signups,
the Intramurals Staff has decided to wait
until the beginning of second semester to
start up another exciting winter season. The
season shall begin on Monday, January 22,
2002. Teams will get schedules in their mailboxes before that weekend. Thank you to
all who came out and signed up as both bas-

ketball leagues and floor hockey have increased enrollments this year. It looks to be a
stellar winter season. Signups for volleyball
will take place immediately after break. To
let everyone know in advance, the proposed
time slots for games are as follows:
Sunday: Basketball on Courts 1, 2 and
4: 1:30 PM to 5:30 PM, Court 1 only: 5:308:30
Hockey on Courts 2, 3 and 4: 5:30 PM
to 8:30 PM
Monday-Wednesday: Basketball on
Courts 1,2 and 4: 5 PM to 8 PM
Hockey on Courts 2,3 and 4: 8 PM to 10
PM
Thursday: Rotates between Hockey and
Basketball: 5 PM to 8 PM
If anyone has any questions or class conflicts we should know about before scheduling, please stop by the Intramurals Office or
call X2607
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Loves Fairfield!

OPEN LATE
During Final Exams Just For You!
Come in while you're studying!
Wed, December 12: Midnight Sun, December 16: Midnight
Thurs, December 13: Midnight Mon, December 17: Midnight
Fri, December 14: 1 AM
Tues, December 18: Midnight
Sat, December 15: 1 AM
Wed, December 19: Midnight
Thurs, December 20: Midnight

PLUS:
*Show ID, Get FREE Apple Pie With Large
or Supersize Extra Value Meal
*Dollar Menu
*99 Cent Breakfast Hotcakes (M-F Only)

1835 Black Rock Turnpike
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Iona awaits...
Continued from p. 28
son, the Gaels have won the MAAC
Championship two straight years and
are favored to three-peat this season
under fourth year head coach Jeff
Ruland.
Ruland is a former NBA All-Star
for the Washington Bullets, who was
drafted 25th overall by the Golden State
Warriors in 1980 after being recognized
as a two-time All-American while playing for Iona. Ruland retired from the
NBA in 1993 with the Detroit Pistons
after averaging 17.4 points and 10.2 rebounds in his 332-game career.
Ruland returned to his alma mater
in 1998 and has solidified Iona as the
MAAC's most dominant team with tremendous size, depth and overall athletic
ability that's difficult to be matched by
conference opponents.
According to O'Toole, Fairfield
will need to control the intangibles
against Iona, something the Stags
haven't done so far this season.
Fairfield must dominate defensively,
while getting to the majority of loose
balls and rebounds.
"We have to get the ball inside and
cut down on our turnovers," said senior
forward Sam Spann. "We can't afford
to get off to a slow start. We have to
come out with intensity and not let them
be the aggressor."
The Stags will need a big game
from Spann, who has averaged 16 points
and eight rebounds in just over 33 minutes per game this year. Freshman

MIRROR
point-guard Tyquawn Goode will also
need to help lead the Stags' offense while
also cutting down on his turnovers, after
turning the ball over a team-high four
times against Rhode Island.
"We need to come out and play hard
and play good defense together," Goode
said. "If we do what we need to do, we'll
get the job done."
"Tyquawn has the heart of a lion.
He's a tough little rascal and a tough competitor," O'Toole said. "One of
Fairfield's problems has been that we
haven't had a point guard. He's a point
guard that can lead this team."
Fairfield has also recently bolstered
its lineup for next year, signing DeWitt
Maxwell from Science High School in
Newark, New Jersey. Maxwell is a 6foot-4 swingman who averaged just over
17 points per game last year for Science
High and has also been a member of the
New Jersey Roadrunners, a top AAU program in the Northeast.
"He brings solid intangibles to our
team next year," O'Toole said. "If we
didn't get him early, he would have gone
to the Big East. He will probably have a
big senior season that teams like Seton
Hall and Rutgers would have be interested in."
The Stags return to the court at 8:00
at Harbor Yard after a nine-day layoff
since Fairfield's frustrating two-point loss
to Rhode Island in front of 3,572 students
and community members.
"The students were great last week,"
O'Toole said. "They were phenomenal.
We need them badly, especially here [tonight]."
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By Ethan Fry

Athletics at Fairfield should be abolished
This is the opinion of a small minority of faculty, staff, and students at
Fairfield. I merely used that statement
in a cheap, sensationalistic attempt to
catch the eyes of readers. So be it. Once
you realize what this column is really
about, you'll probably emit an utterance
that sounds something like a wild ostrich
being strangled by an arthritic Armenian
mobster with a soiled bungee cord.
But no animals shall be harmed in
the writing of this column. Hopefully.
Intramurals. As you will no doubt
find out by looking down to the bottom
part of page 25 right now, a lot of students here participate in intramural
sports every week. On Sunday, I attended the Intramurals soccer championship on the turf field, and I feel a few
observations must be made for the
record.
First, both teams, the Shockers and
Ganja FC, showed a tenacity and persistence that surprised me very much.
One team member even fought through
what must have been a a vicious hangover, playing a second half of physical
soccer after vomiting at the interval,
spewing numerous substances into the

on-field trash receptacle during what
seemed like a Dafiesque rehash of an
episode of MTV's "Jackass." Ganja's
goalie Eddie Seavers also put forth his
best despite the degenerative effects of
an attack from tfte cold virus. Even
Ganja libero (and Mirror staffer) Jim
Britton put in a yeoman's performance
despite some nasty rug burn...for Jim's
sake I won't explain further.
But for Ganja, 'twas not meant to
be. Although the tokers lost 2-0, one
must make the conclusion that, on the
balance of play, Ganja was the better
side.
So, as a new season of intramural
sports begins soon, one must hope that
this campus will see a return of the student participation seen in the past, when
intramurals were so popular that varsity
sports weren't even scheduled on the
same nights as intramural contests!
Will we see Gene Doris scheduling
varsity sports around the intramural
schedule next year? Probably not. But
with increased participation and enthusiasm, maybe intramurals can defy the
norm at Fairfield and actually be an appealing athletic option for students.

Fairfield basketball's gentle giant
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

rior scorer.
. Brian Gambardella '04, Thomson's
floor-mate last year and ardent basketball

gave their opposition more trouble than
expected in the first round of the fabled
tournament.

Time and again, someone will walk
up to Rob Thomson — the
towering center for the
Fairfield Stags — and ask
for a quick question. Before the person even asks,
Thomson knows the answer. "Six foot ten," he
says.
Thomson is entering
his sophomore season of
men's basketball with a
great deal of expectations
surrounding the team. The
Stags have been ranked
second in the MAAC
Coaches' preseason poll
thanks in part to their talented crop of new recruits,
among them the even taller
Ajou Deng formerly at
Connecticut.
When asked if he
thinks the Stags will play in
the NCAA tournament over
one of his next three seasons, Thomson quickly
fired back, "We better!"
After a slight pause he
elaborated; "That's obviously the goal ... with the
talent and coaching staff
the potential is there ... we
Photo:
just got to go out and do it." Rob Thomson will look to help Fairfield to a winning campaign in his second season
In an email, Head
Coach Tim O'Toole wrote, "Robbie is fan had similar praise and said that
Entering his freshman year,
an outstanding young man... He is a Thomson had a "quiet confidence about Thomson had no idea that the Stags
tireless worker, great team player and him."
would emerge with such a capable team
very skilled both on offense and deThomson pointed to Iona's success in such a classy facility. Thomson said
fense. We are going to rely a great deal last season as a goal for Fairfield's pro- that the Arena was "very exciting" and
on Robbie this year to provide us with gram. Both Iona and Holy Cross were in one of the finest 10,000 seat arenas in
solid defensive play as well as an inte- last season's tournament and both teams the nation. He added that he did not ex-

pect the facility to be this incredible.
Also, he envisioned the possibility of
high-caliber programs visiting the Stags.
The team squares off
against Michigan and several other prominent
schools this year, but those
games are on the road.
According
to
Thomson, O'Toole vowed
to recruit the best possible
players. In the center's
opinion, the coach has delivered. Thomson said
that the freshmen recruits
look very capable and will
greatly add to the team.
As for this season,
Thomson was clear that
the team's goal was to win
the MAAC title and get a
chance at the NCAA tournament. Thomson said, "I
hear 100 times a day;
"how's the team doing?'"
To answer that question,
Thomson said that the
team is practicing well and
"playing together." He
identified a lack of consistency as one of the chief
culprits in last year's sub.500 season.
Thomson has contributed
to the Stags in tough
Mike Theile
games against Michigan
and Rhode Island.
He credited time management as the
key to playing a sport at a college level
and completing the academic obligations
too. His major is marketing, but he said
that in five years, "I'd like to be playing
basketball for money."
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MAAC triumph for women's netteis
BY TIM SHEEHAN

One of the goals this season for the
Fairfield University women's volleyball
was to win the drive for five consecutive MAAC titles andNCAA tournament
berths. They were able to accomplish
both of these goals.
Another goal the team had was to
try and win a NCAA tournament game.
The only thing that stood in the way of
this goal was Perm State.
The Stags knew that had an uphill
climb if they were going to upset the
Nittany lions on their home court Perm
State has never lost a home NCAA tournament match in State College, a perfect 23-0 coming into the game.
Fairfield would be the next victim
forthe Lions. On Saturday, the women's
volleyball team gave Penn State everythingtheyhadleftinfhetankfortheseasoninhopesofplaying another game this
year, but fell short.
"Penn State has been unbeatable
here in the NCAA tournament and we
were hoping that would change tonight"
said Fairfield head coach Mitch Jacobs.
Fairfield jumped out to an early lead
in the first game of the match as they
lead 5-2. Penn State would rally later in
the game and lead the rest of the way
winning the first game 30-21.
Penn State would jump out to an
early 6-0 lead in the second game. The
Stags would surge back into the game,
making the score 29-22. The Red and
White would fight off two game points,
until Penn State finally broke Fairfield
and won the game 30-22

Fairfield wrapped up another succesful season last week
Trailing 2-0 in the best of five game his back on the right track.
match, Fairfield knew they would have
Penn State andFairfield wouldswap
to win this game to stay alive. The Stags points backandforth until the game was
and the Lions traded points until the tied at 21-21. The Nittany Lions then
score was knotted at 13-13. Fairfield outscored the Stags 9-3 to secure the
would jump on top as they recorded three game to clinch the match.
out of the next four points and held the
"They didn't make mistakes and we
lead at 15-13. Penn State head coach made a ton," said Jacobs.
Russ Rose would use a timeout to get
The loss closed out terrific careers

Photo: Chris Zeitz

for the seniors as they won the MAAC
championship every year and made an
NCAA appearance every year. Senior
Co-Captains Joanne Saunders and
Meghan Mahaffy finished their careers
in a big way on Saturday with Saunders
making seven kills and Mahaffy recording 36 assists.

TheMAACis Men'sbasketbatlfaces
backintown Ionainconfemtceopener
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

OToole's Stags face an early MAAC test vs. Iona tonight

Photo: Mike Theile

Two-time defending MAAC Champion Iona Gaels
open the Stags'conference schedule tonight at the Arena
at HarborYard, after sweeping Fairfield in the teams'two
meetings lastyear.
Both teams are winless this season after rocky starts
within their non-conference schedules. The Stags are 0-3
andhave shown their youth andinexperience the first three
-games of the season, committing costly turnovers and lacking the ability to execute timely shooting. Iona has gotten
off to the worst start in its school history after hitting dryspells offensively down the stretch in each of its last two
games, dropping the team to an 0-5 to start the season.
Tonight's game resembles the Stags'encounter with
the Gaels two years ago. At the time, the Stags were 0-4
and were desperately seeking a victory. Fairfield won the
game 97-81 and went on to win 11 conference games that
season, before succumbing to Iona in the MAACTournament semifinals. Will this be the game that ignites Fairfield
this year?
"Ifs going to be huge. The two teams are starving for
a win/'said head coachTim OToole. "Ifs a much bigger
game for us, without question. We have to come out like
we're shot out of cannons. Like kamikazes and play hard
as heck."
Despite Iona's poor out of conference start to its sea

See "Iona" on p. 23

